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Rath blood test release ordered
by Lori Miller
staff writer

Playtime:

This weekend is Little
Sibs and Kids weekend at
the University. University
Activities Organization has
a full schedule of exciting
events planned for April
12-14.
►■See page 3.
Professor profiled:

Assistant prof essor of history, Paul Henggeler discusses his new book about
presidents John F. Kennedy
and Lyndon B. Johnson.
►See page 5.

Local
Play tonight:

A two-act play written by
Lisa Wagner about Dorothy
Day, the feisty co-founder of
The Catholic Worker, will
be performed tonight at 8 in
St. Thomas More University
Parish.
Wagner, who stars as
Dorothy Day, is also part of
the Call to Action performers based in Chicago.
For more information,
contact Father Herb Weber
at St. Thomas More at
352-7555.

Nation
Age of innocence:

The last time President
Bush visited an elementary
school, one youngster doubted he was really the president. ' "This time I came
prepared," Bush said
Wednesday as he whisked
the nation's Teacher of the
Year from Sanesville, W.
Va. back to the White House
aboard his Marine helicopter.
The award winner, Rae
Ellen McKee, stood beside
the president and waved to
her excited students and fellow teachers at the Slanesville Elementary School as
she boarded Marine One.
AIDS used for suicide:

A Boston woman became
infected with the AIDS virus
after she injected herself
with AIDS-ta in ted blood in
an attempt to commit suicide, doctors report.
The 41-year-old woman
injected herself with 2 to 3
milliliters of blood from a
former male friend who was
dying from AIDS, but "she
came to the emergency
room in a panic two hours
later," tne doctors wrote in
Thursday's The New England Journal of Medicine.

State
Doctor dies of AIDS:

Children's Hospital Medical Center in Akron officials
said Wednesday they felt
compelled to inform the
patients of a doctor who
died of AIDS, even though
the chances of infection are
small.
Patients were offered free
AIDS screening and counseling.
The doctor was not identified; hospital officials cited
the state's AIDS patient
confidentiality laws in declining to give the name.
The doctor later was employed at Fairview General
Hospital near Cleveland.

Weather
Sunny and warmer:

Some morning clouds today, then becoming mostly
sunny.
Sunny and
warmer
elsewhere.
Highs
lower 50s
to lower
60s. Mostly clear
tonight.
Lows
lower 30s to mid 40s.
compiled from local and
those wire reports

■■■■■■

St. Vincent's Medical Center was
ordered to release results of a blood
sample taken from the truck driver involved in a fatal accident which caused
the deaths of four Bowling Green High
School students.
After Judge Gale Williamson listened
to testimonies of personnel from St. Vincent's Medical Center and Wood County
Sheriff's Department, he decided a blood
sample taken by the hospital from Douglas Rath the night of the accident could
be used in an ongoing investigation conducted by the sheriff's department.
Officials from St. Vincent Medical
Center previously refused to give investigators the results of the sample,
even though police officers originally re-

quested the blood sample to be taken.
Sheriff's Deputy Don Fleck, director of
communications and 911, testified the
department contacted St. Vincent's Medical Center twice before midnight the
night the accident occurred and requested emergency room personnel take
a blood sample when Rath arrived at the
hospital.
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney
Alan Mayberry then proceeded to play a
tape which recorded both conversations.
Both times, emergency room officials
assured the sample would be taken, testified Deputy Connie Jones, the dispatcher
who made both calls.
"I requested a blood sample for a DUI
be taken and for it be taken immediately
... and they said OK," Jones said.
Jones called a second time to make
sure the hospital understood the importance of the request.

"I wanted to confirm [it was understood] the blood sample needed to be
taken as soon as the patient arrived ...
and again they said OK," she said.
However, when Deputy Bill Ervin arrived at the hospital, personnel refused
to take a sample.
Ervin was told hospital personnel were
"too busy" taking care of Rath —who
was in serious condition at the time — to
take a sample of his blood, Ervin testified.
However, a hospital worker told Ervin
a sample had already been taken for
medical use and the sheriff's department
could have access to the sample at a later
date, he said.
The hospital is not allowed to draw
blood from a patient if it is requested by
law enforcement officers until the officer
is at the hospital, said St. Vincent's attorney James Brazeau.

Normal procedure for taking blood
samples from accident victims begins
with waiting for the police officer to arrive at the hospital with a blood kit, testified Joan Stephens, emergency room
head nurse at St. Vincent's.
Requests to take a blood sample are
not adhered to on the phone because the
hospital cannot verify who is calling,
Stephens said.
Medical personnel refused to give the
results to the sheriff's department because the sample was taken while Rath
was unconscious and they did not receive
permission from him.
However, Ohio revised code 4511.19(B)
states "any person who is dead or unconscious, or who is oth erwise in a condition rendering him incapable of refusal,
u See SAMPLE, page 6.

U.S. warns
Iraq not to
stop relief
by Alex Efty
Associated Press writer

IN NORTHERN IRAQ - Rebel
leaders and relief officials said
Wednesday growing numbers of
Kurdish refugees are dying despite international efforts to help
them. The United States, meanwhile, told Iraq not to interfere
with the burgeoning aid effort.
Iraq has been warned "no
ground or air forces" will be
permitted that would be deemed
a threat to relief operations,
White House spokesperson Marlin Fitzwater said in Washington.
U.S. officials said the warning
carries the implicit threat helicopters, gunships and fixed-wing
aircraft will be shot down if they
take to the skies.
The U.S. warning effectively
asserts U.S. military authority in
northern Iraq for the first tune
since hostilities in the Persian
Gulf halted with the rout of Saddam Hussein's army by the allied
coalition in late February.
At the United Nations, Security
Council diplomats said an official
cease-fire is due to take effect at
10 a.m. EDT today, if no council
members object by then. Iraq has
accepted the cease-fire terms,
which strip Saddam of much of
his military might.
U.N. officials also said the first
elements of the new

■O N«Wi/Stephanle ie»,s

Teetering For The Homeless
Raising money for the homeless, senior Delta Sigma PI member
Jeff Meek participates at the teeter-totter Wednesday morning In

the Union Oval. The teeter-totter marathon started noon Tuesday
and will end noon Friday.

D See KURDS, page 6.

BG improving libraries
by Emily Vosburg
staff writer

The University libraries, Jerome and Math Science, will be installing a new computer system
to improve access to materials,
with the first phase of the installation slated to begin this summer.
The State of
Ohio Board of
Regents initiated a project
in 1988 to develop an innovative, statewide research
and access
system, said Mlller
Rush Miller,
dean of the library. The system

has now been approved and partially funded.
This fall, the library will be replacing the old system, purchased in 1980, with this new
system.
"The system will allow us to
circulate books, but have an online catalog with more ability to
access collections. It will be faster and will allow you to combine
search terms and do a more sophisticated subject search of the
data base," Miller said.
New terminals will be added as
well. Eventually, students will be
able to access the library catalog
through computers in their residence halls.
Miller added the system also
will allow the library to catalog
periodicals and journals in a
more accessible manner.

The new computers will be part
of the Ohio LINK system. Miller
said, which will link all 17 university systems in the state.
"Anyone using our system
eventually will be able to search
throughout the systems of the 17
universities. You can find what
you want, place the order and
there will be electronic or physical delivery of the item within 48
hours."
The first phase will include six
state universities: Cincinnati.
Miami, Wright State, Central
State, Case Western and Bowling
Green. The second phase will include the other 11 state universities in Ohio.
Miller said more than 200 people worked on the project for the
first two years just to specify the
system.

Police seek campus rape suspect
University police are looking for a rape suspect described as 6 feet 2 inches tall,
220 pounds, with an athletic
build, dark hair and hazel
eyes. A reward is being
posted in addition to a Crimestoppers reward, which can
total $1,000, for any information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the suspect. To
report information, call
372^2346.
The rape, according to University police, occurred Oct.
9, 1990, around 8:30 p.m. between Eppler South and the
Business Administration
Building.

Soviet strikers defy
Music, games and food to
highlight on-campus party Gorbachev appeal
by Robert Davidson
staff writer

Students tired of East Merry Madness and
underage students looking for a fun alternative
can party hearty at a non-alcoholic, on-campus
party April 26.
According to Mike Sears, USG president-elect, a
small group of students has organized the party
with the theme of "Campus Unity," In following
with his recent USG campaign platform.
The party will run 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Union's
Lenhart Grand Ballroom and will include a D.J.,
one band, indoor volleyball and a euchre tournament.

Prizes will be given to winners of the games —
including a $20 gift certificate to Finders and a $40
certificate to Kaufman's.
Area restaurants will provide food, and the
Union will donate beverages.
Union Director David Crooks has waived the
University policy of only allowing Union-catered
food in the building — a move Sears believes will
bring more partiers.
According to Bowling Green Mayor Ed Miller,
local apartment owners are giving $1,200 to party
organizers. The planners are further aided by donations from Undergraduate Student Government
and Graduate Student Senate.
See ■ ARTY, page 6.

MINSK, U.S.S.R. (AP) - More
than 100,000 workers defied an
appeal from Mikhail Gorbachev
for a moratorium on protests,
pouring out of factories Wednesday in the Byelorussian capital to
strike for higher pay.
"The Communist Party Drove
Us Here!" read one placard held
by workers marching in a light
rain to Minsk's central Lenin
Square. "Put Food from Chernobyl on the Government Table,"
read another sign.
"The people are waking up!"
Sergei Klyuchko, a miner from
Donetsk in the neighboring Ukraine, told the estimated 40,000

workers and others packed into
the square at midday.
Organizers said 64 major businesses — including an automobile
Slant, electronics factory and
•actor works — were on strike in
the Minsk area. They said the
firms employed at least 100,000
Tne walkout ignored an
impassioned appeal from Gorbachev on national television Tuesday for a moratorium on strikes
and demonstrations.
"We face the danger of economic collapse," the Soviet
SeeSTtlKI,page6.

Dry spring fest
is not solution
Whad hoped for better.
An outdoor-accessible party — alcohol included
- which would alleviate the numerous problems related to the East Merry/Frazee Frenzy spring fests
would have been nice.
And now, after constant meetings between city administrators and campus leaders, sadly, all we have is
an indoor, on-campus party — alcohol not included.
Granted, Friday, April 26's "Party in Lenhart Grand
Ballroom," is at least an effort by the city and students
to provide a party "in addition" to the Merry block
party.
According to Mike Sears, USG president-elect and
party co-organizer,the party will include a euchre
tournament, an indoor volleyball tournament, possibly
a reggae band and a disc jockey.
Organizers are extremely optimistic a crowd of 500

or more students will attend the festivity — for at least
part of the time — between 8 p.m. and 1 a.m.
But instead of initiating a party that would be in addition to East Merry, organizers should have thought
more about a party which would act as a replacement.
The city did explore closing downtown and having a
block party. But local merchants balked at that idea
and city Municipal Administrator Colleen Smith said it
was next to impossible to close down the street because
of liablity and the fact it's a state route.
Liabilty is a major concern and justifiably so. If
some type of accident did occur at the event, the city
could be sued. But it seems by closing down the street,
police could better control underage drinking and violence.
A downtown party is not only a great idea, but a workable one. The problem lies with the city's lack of understanding what students really want.
Bowling Green relies on students and should be willing to compromise in allowing some kind of annual
spring party. The city of Athens does it for Halloween
— a party which draws between 10,000 and 20,000 students — far more than East Merry.
Ohio University's city "Clean and Safe Halloween
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Word Up

party waste of
energy, money
Open letter to Mayor Ed Miller:
Once again the Bowling Green
City Administration, in its infinite
wisdom, has come up with the
"mother of all plans" to counter
the annual Merry/Frazee brewha-ha. I can't believe what I've
been reading recently in the local
tabloids. For instance, when was
the last time anyone referred to a
party as being "rewarding" in
nature?
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you.
ly. Of course he came home at
"Hey, Word Up," you begin to night to eat his meal, but what
say, "you are really out there on came home was a different man,
this one!"
who had left the fields for the fac"Damn straight," is my reply, tories.
"When you got nothing baby, you
The circle of family prior to the
got nothing to lose."
intrusiveness of the Industrial
I am reaching the end of a se- Revolution had been a spiritual
mester and the neurons inside my path whereby generations of sons
skull are fried. Theories fly like and daughters were nurtured by
both male and female figures.
Now the mother had to nurture
both the son and the daughter.
And through no fault of her own,
the archetypes of masculinity
and femininity disintegrated as
the Industrial Revolution devoured the fields and streams on
its path to making America
by
great. The true embodiment of
the disparate masculinity took
Chuck
over the factory floor and stoked
the furnace of a war machine
Travis
which would allow America to
wage six major, bloody camcolumnist
paigns over the course of the 20th
century.
And at home, things weren't
chaos in the belfry of my skull.
any better either. The family disI think back to when my great- solved into Betty and June
great-great grandfather (meta- Cleaver, whose kids got strung
phorically of course) left the out (like during the '60s) while
gleaming fields of wheat to step their mothers drank and their
into the factories of the industrial fathers took mistresses.
revolution. He ran to the promSo instead of stopping Vietnam
ises of progress, but left some- and recognizing the pain that was
thing integral and important be- being inflicted on a generation of
hind
children (and if you don't believe
The soul circle of family. He me, go to a group session for
was no longer a part of the fami- Vietnam Vets and listen to the

Proposed city

of

America is a land full of illusions, chaos
I'm tired of living in clicheville. I see American flags everywhere. The news is a slick public
relations job done by the powers
that be. Rah-rah-rah go the
gleaming trumpets of patriotism.
I am a patriot too, but not of the
perverted hybrid that has emerged victoriously from the
Gulf War.
Neither am I a granola-eating,
tie-dyed heart bleeder.
Both sides are the lemmings
created by the powers that be.
Both sides live in the Disneyland
of America. Both sides come
from the white picket fence of
middle-class America.
They both have their token minorities, causes and country
clubs.
Anything will do for those participating in the great American
medicine show. Step up and slap
a few bucks down, drink the
snake oil and enter into the
dream.
All of this is real.
And all of this is an illusion.
So pick your point of transcendence and go with it.
Whether you are a grease monkey swinging wrenches in Detroit, or a bar maid in blue jeans
so tight. A mythologist unraveling the archetypes of an ancient
unconscious, or just a student
struggling through the sudden fever of spring.
The church of chaos beckons

LETTERS

J<"lJwS.

CtellfoOf* ,
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Committee" officially sanctioned the Halloween bash
for the first time last year. According to editors at The
(Ohio) Post, the party was more organized than the
non-sanctioned party.
Closing the streets allowed the students to party in an
enclosed outdoor area. Bands played in the street
throughout the weekend as part of the entertainment.
Reports of vandalism did increase, but arrests were
down from previous years.
Landlords throughout the city have put up $1,200 to
help organize this on-campus party and should definitely be commended for their generosity.
However, what everyone hoped would be avoided is
again going to happen —students are still going to be
arrested at East Merry.
Although students do not need alcohol to have fun,
East Merry is an occasion where alcohol is the key
draw. We're not condoning irresponsible drinking; yet,
the truth is students are going to want to consume alcohol. There is no denying that fact.
Until the city allows other options to get serious consideration, relations between it and the students will
continue to be sour. Sears said there is a plan for an alcoholic party next fall — we'll believe it when we see it.

apocalyptic rage that comes from
such a meeting.) We reinvented
our leaders from the cartoon figures of patriotism that our schoolday textbooks taught us.
So how do we get out of here?
Well, gentle reader, we don't.
We take the beast, the demon or
the angel and we look directly
into its eyes.
This can be done with any ordinary mirror.
It is said the eyes are the mirrors of the soul. And within us resides the circle of life where the
answers lie.
Of course they must come to
you.
The questions that you will
probably be tempted to ask of
your soul, have been shaped by
the intellectual pursuits of the
past century.
And like Homey the Clown of In
Living Color, the souT'don't play
that game."
Vou must listen to where your
soul wants to take you. and
therein you will find your bliss.
And who knows, maybe you will
really hear Woody Guthrie's
voice in its ragged glory singing
in the twilight skies over plains
and fields, ...this land was made
toryouandme."
That is if, if you care.
Chuck Travis is Editorial Coordinator and a Columnist /orThe
News.

The proposed spring party,
quite honestly, offers less than
an alternative to the
Merry/Frazee beer baths we've
become so accustomed to. Why
on earth, aside from an unforeseen act of God, would you
plan an "indoor" party when the
temperature is sure to be in the
70s?
It was not so long ago that University students could gather in
the grass near Williams Hall to
hear the sounds of live bands
coming from the steps. Why not
plan
a similar event for Spring
r
91?
All kidding aside, I seriously
question the need to expend vast
amounts of money and energy in
a direction that holds certain
doom. The city and University
administrators need not be reminded that their past attempts
at curbing the spring flings of
countless college students nave
failed to produce squat. Therefore, I would urge you to take a
hard look at the proposed plan for
a spring party before you find
yourself partying alone.
Brian C. Marks,
senior

College Republicans
also deserving praise
Editor The News:
I would like to loin Wynne
Everett in praising the efforts of
the College Democrats. The orfianizatiou has taken off under the
eadership of President Chris
Redfern, and they are to be applauded for everything they have
accomplished. I, however, am
offended by Wynne's comment
that College Republicans can be
found "beneath stones these days
or hanging out at the Democrats'
meetings, resorting to an unholy
alliance of sorts that has brought
them their few successes this
year."
Both groups meet on Tuesday
nights in the BA Building, only 30
minutes apart, making it easy to
drop in on campus rivals. I am
probably the most frequent CR
visitor to the Dem's weekly meetings. If that makes me a "political sinner." then I'll be proud to
wear the label. Our groups plan
on co-hosting a Happy Hours and
playing each other in softball. I
am excited that our groups can
Eet along well. When we work
>gether, we work to benefit the
University. Last week, efforts
were combined to provide a voter
registration table. Both groups
have student candidates running
for city council seats next fall
(Republican Scott Ziance is seeking the Ward One seat; Democrat
Alex Teodosio is running atlarge). The potential exists for
the University to have two students representing student needs
on council next year.
College Republicans are also
alive and growing. Our elections
were last week, and four new
faces
filled
offices.
I
hope both groups are actively involved next year, working to
make this campus and community better.
Wendy L. Farran,
CR public relations chairperson

The BG News

- An Independent Student Voice Editorial Board
James A Tinker
editor
Jill Novak
Michelle Banks
managing editor
assistant managing editor
John Kohlstrand
city editor
Charles Toil
Chuck Travis
editorial editor
editorial contributor
Ivan Groger
copy chief

Matthew A Daneman
copy chief

Respond
The BG tiews editorial page is your campus forum. Letters to
the editor should be a
maximum of 200-300
words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BG tiews reserves the right to reject any material that
is offensive, malicious or libelous. All
submissions are subject to condensation.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall
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Panel examines Little Sibs rounds off UAO year
Gulf aftermath
by James A. Tinker and Brenda
Borman

UAO EVENTS

by Jennifer Today
staff writer

More than 70 greek students attended a war panel consisting of
University professors Wednesday night and discussed the environmental, economic and international effects of the Gulf War.
Leg Aim, political science professor, said according to experts, the Gulf War was "more environmentally devastating"
than any other conflict during mankind.
Currently, more than 500 oil wells are burning and are expected to continue for two to five years, be said.
"This week the first one was capped through an experimental
process including the use of nitrogen and water as a coolent to
cap the wells," he said. "But it took this long to cap just one."
Another environmental factor is the oil spill in the Persian
Gulf, Aim said.
"More than 400 million gallons were spilled into the Persian
Gulf, which is 50 times bigger than the Eixon-Valdez spill in Alaska,"hesaid.
Regarding the economic aspects of the Gulf War, V. N. Krishnan, economics professor, said the final cost figure of the war is
not calculated.
"In order to maintain 450,000 troops, as we did in Desert
Storm, the cost was up to $34 billion in February," Krishnan
said.
Other costs resulted from advanced equipment used and inflation, he said.
International effects have also emerged from the war, accordingT to Political Science Professor Marc Simon.
'The war is over," he said. "Kuwait is free, but violence continues."
The United States is looking for a "clean war" again and reluctance exists regarding supporting the Kurds, who are revolting against Saddam Hussein, he said!
Europeans have attempted to solve the problem through the
United Nations by establishing a safe haven in northern Iraq for
the Kurds and this week President George Bush's administration have been voicing support for a similar action, be said.
The panel was sponsored by Alpha Xi Delta, Alpha Phi, Alpha
Gamma Delta, Phi Gamma Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon in order to inform students about the effects of tee war.

Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638

senior
vinassics
iior(Eh

Pagliais
945 S. Main
352-7571
Wed. Spaghetti $2.00
Thur. Lasagna $2.50
Medium 12"
pizza with one item and a
Qt. of Soda
(specify thin or pan)
Only$6.00
Expires 4/30/91

THE
TANNING
CENTER
lO Visits
for only $20
w/ this ad
offer good at
the Hair Unlimited
location only
Your tanning

professionals since
1980.

The University Activities Organization is wrapping up another year of events with a flurry
while planning for next year is
already underway.
One of the finishing touches is
Little Sibs and Kids weekend
April 12-14, with a full schedule of
fun activities planned.
"Last year's turnout for this
event was very good, and we expect even more guests to come
this year, based on the number of
T-shirt orders we've had
already," said Becky Lentz, secretary of student activities and
orientation.
UAO and other organizations
are also sponsoring this year's
Little Sibs and Kids weekend
under the theme of "Join the
BGSU Zoo Crew".
A series of fun activities for the
April 12-14 weekend has been
planned by UAO.
Highlights of the weekend include a Residence Student Association zoo trip 9:30 and 10:30
a.m. Saturday. Tickets are $3 for
University students and $1.50 for
their guests.
Lentz said the zoo trip is something that can be fun for students
as well as their guests.
The visitors can participate in
games, such as sack races, a
water balloon toss, big wheel
races and a dunking booth during
the ZUAO Olympics 1-4 p.m Saturday.
"There will be special rates for
the guests throughout the weekend at the Student Recreation
Center, dining halls, the bowling
alley in the Union and the Ice

April

12. 13

The Jungle Book'
210 MSC
Andy Warhols Bad'
210 MSC
13
ZUAO Olympics
14
Mary Poppins'
210 MSC
longtime Companion'
Gish
UAO Ropes Course
15.17
Standard First Aid
Ohio Suite
18
Treasure Island'
Gish
17-18
Ketaca Sale
Union Foyer
19
Roomate oi the Year
Lenhart
19.20
Memphis Belle
210 MSC
25
Winnie the Pooh'
Gish
26.27
White Palace'
210 MSC
All UAO movie or* SI.SO a ticket with valid BGSU itudrat ID
* Little Sib« gat In for $1 April 12 ft 13*
Longtime Companion. Mary Poppins and all Thursday moviei <n»

Arena," said Lentz.
Open skating will be W) p.m.
Friday, 8-10 p.m. Saturday, and
3:30-4:30 p.m. Sunday. The bowling alley will be available 8 p.m.
Friday and noon-10 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Special UAO weekend movies
will be shown Friday and Saturday such as "The Jungle Book"
Friday and Saturday 8 and 10
p.m. and "Andy Warhol's Bad"
will be shown midnight. A free
Saturday matinee will feature
"Mary Poppins" 2 p.m.

Campus films, lectures, trips to
Cleveland, Spring Break getaways, canoe trips, poster sales,
Fall Fest and Mardi Gras are
among the numerous events UAO
coordinates each year through
their 13 committees.

UAO's six-figure budget is derived from student fees, but no
UAO officers or members are
Cud, Swanka said. Impending
niversity budget cuts will affect
UAO to some degree, but Swanka
said she has not been notified of
next year's allocation.

According to UAO Director
"Just like anybody else on
Gale Swanka, a 14th committee
Events like Little Sibs and Kids has been added. She said plan- campus, we can find ways to
Weekend are nothing new for ning for homecoming — a new reUAO.
sponsibility — is already underO See UAO, page 4.

Peace and Freedom Reggae Party to honor Nelson Mandela
Saturday
Apri! 13
9 pm
N. E. Commons

Thursday, April 11,1991
7 - 9 p.m.
Mileti Alumni Center

* Free *
Mitt, ADDIS (from Columbus)
Sponsored by Progressive Student Organization, Graduate Student Senate,
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, Caribbean Association
UBO

UflO

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for

UflO

UBO

,™ JUNGLE BOOK.

•ft ■& Construction begins
Summer 1991 -ft ft

Friday. April 12
ft
Saturday. April 13
210 MSC
$1.50 Admission
ONLY $1.00
FOR LIL' SIBS
8:00pm &
10:00pm

Call 352-0717 for more information

THE GUILDHALL STRING ENSEMBLE
WITH MLCHALA PETRI. RECORDER

OCTOBER 18, 1991
THE SWINGLE SINGERS
DECEMBER 8, 1991

UHO

UHO

UflO

UBO

UBO

UflO

MILESTONES IN DISNEY:

3 bedroom furnished apartments

THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
SEPTEMBER 27, 1991

UflO

Compilation of two Disney collections, "Milestones for Mickey"
& "Milestones in Animation"
Gish Film Theater
Free!
9:00pm
WAl! DISNEY'S

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY PRESENTS

UflO

Thursday, April 11th

NEW
Columbia Courts
Apartments

tree.

way.
Also, fall campus films have
been scheduled, which include
"Dances with Wolves," "Awakenings" and "Silence of the
Lambs."

Senior Send-Off

Sponsored by Senior Programming Board

7-11 pm
9 pm
10-4
7 pm
8. 10. 12
9 pm
8. 10. 12

UAO has been a University institution since 1959 (when it was
known as the Union Activities Organization) and now has a
$100,000 budget and more than 350
student members.

Presents

Check your OCMB for your invitation
R.S.V.P. by April 3

8.10 pm
12 pm
1-4 pm
2 pm
7. 9:30 pm

UBO

UflO

UflO

UflO

UflO

UflO

ANDY
WARHOL'S
BADw*s®&
This Friday and Saturday
Midnight Only!

210 MSC $1.50 Admission
UBO

UBO

UflO

UBO

UflO

UflO

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
APARTMENTS
Nearly 500 Wilt8 with SUPER locations
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER

THE MARTHA GRAHAM DANCE COMPANY
JANUARY 22, 1992

I FlAMMINGHI

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

(THE BELGIAN CHAMBER ORCHESTRA)
WITH EDUARDO FERNANDEZ. GUITAR
FEBRUARY 22, 1992
PRESENTED BY THE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS.
FOR SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION, CALL 419/372-8171.
"A

FESTIVAL SERIES 1991/1992
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'liberal'
Forum addresses A
education
social stereotypes is lauded
by alumni

by Marvin C. Brown
slaff writei

Everyone — women, minorities, homosexuals, handicapped,
elderly, short people, obese — is touched by stereotypes in
someway.
Effects of these perceptional biases were discussed during a
Wednesday night roundtable in Off enhauer Towers.
The program, sponsored by Affirmative Action, began with a
video featuring Bill Cosby, in which the comedian portrayed a
bigot offering a barrage of stereotypes: "gangster" Italians, old
people who take up space," blacks who are "all on welfare,"
Southerners who are "ignorant and embarrassing."
The educational video examplifled how far-reaching stereotypes can be.
A stereotype is a belief system containing generalizations
about the characteristics of groups of persons. " said Robert
Cunningham, director of handicap services. "They are ... oversimplified perceptions, opinions, or beliefs.
"It's important to grasp how stereotypes — in subtle ways and
sometimes not so subtle ways — shape and sometimes warp our
perceptions of each other," he said.
Stereotypes, according to Cunningham, not only affect the way
we view one another, but how we view ourselves.
In one example, he drew on past psychological studies of black
and white children, who, due to stereotyping, view white dolls as
"good," and black ones as "bad."
"It's a real example of the harsh impact that comes from
these supposedly harmless comments and the damage they can
do/' he said.
Even the Affirmative Action office itself Is not removed from
stereotyping, Cunningham said.
"[Stereotypes] can seep Into every aspect of life here at the
University/' he said. "I think a lot of people have a negative
perception of what we do — when anyone sees us coming, they
ask What did we do?"'
He said Affirmative Action exists not only to promote the interests of underrepresented groups of people, but also to offer
enlightenment on issues —racism, sexism, stereotyping — to all
students.

by Greg Watson
staff writer

Alumni members with liberal
arts degrees spoke at the University Wednesday night about the
value of their degrees.
"[Being in liberal arts] taught
me how to how to write, and
taught me how to think more
clearly and concisely," said Denise Ann Dartt, a municipal judge
in Cleveland who graduated with
a political science degree.
A liberal arts degree is helpful
in almost any field, including law,
public relations, business and
journalism, Dartt added.
Marcia Naugle, who works with
the Ohio Department of Social
Services and graduated with a
sociology degree, said liberal arts
majors nave an advantage over
other college students because
they have a greater ability to
comprehend and evaluate material.
Wesley Hoffman, who was a
municipal administrator at Bowling Green and graduated with a
geography degree, said his liberalarts degree helped him work
with other people.
"Whatever you do in life, you
have to get it done through other
people, and you cannot do that if
others do not trust you or are
angry with you." Hoffman said.
People with liberal arts degrees nave an ability to look at
things from all sides," said Milton Wilkes, a State Farm insurance salesperson who graduated
with an ethnic studies degree.
"Study what you like, but know
what you like," said Paul Haas, a
Univeristy economics professor
who graduated with an economics degree. "Be open minded and
willing to accept challenges."
Sharon Clifford, who does
group consulting work and graduated with a psychology degree;
and Bruce Dunlav, who works
with the Ohio EPA and graduated
with a history degree, were also
panelists.

»N»wl/Tlm Norman

Just What I've Always Wanted
Mel Hatch [right], a senior RTVf ma|or. and Rene Guerrero [left], a senior theater management major,
check out a snowdome they discovered at the Theater Department garage sale on Wednesday
afternoon In the Green Room of University Hall. The funds raised from the garage sale, which began
Wednesday and continues through Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., will be going to help fund protects for
the Theta Alpha Phi theater honorary group.

Please ffivebkxxl.

^<?%7>

GET WHAT YOU WANT
R. E. Managment
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"
t84l Eiglh Si.
»733 Manville
t 755 Manville

• Summer Rentals

• 313 N. Main St.

• 615 Second St.

• 701 Fourth St.

• 317 N. Main Si.

• 315 N. Main St.

t 777 Manville

• Campus Manor
505 Clough

• Rockledge Manor
840/850 Sixth St.

CALL US TODAY
M-F 8-5
SAT. 9-3
352-9302
113 Railroad St.

BGSU
Vj
Shirts & Souvenirs *
^<

&
*<*

■f

^

MOLONEY, O'CONNELL
J
AND KEANE
from Ireland
Featuring three of Ireland's
finest musicians!
Saturday, April 20,1991
8:00 p.m. - Bryan Recital Hall
Bowling Green State University
Tickets: $5 adults & S3 students
CALL 372-8171

Student Recreation
Center
1991 Summer
Employment Opportunities

fr
-^

Youth fun & fitness leaders
Lifeguards
Swim Instructors

snve 10% OFF
RNV BGSU M€RCHnNDIS€
(with this ad)
expires 4-15-91

JEANS N' THINGS
531 Ridge

352-8333

Open Mon-Thur 10-8, Fri &
Sat 10-5:30 Sun 12-5

Sponsored by the College of Muitcal Am.
Undergraduate Student Government, UAO
A World Student Organiuuon

Where:
When:
How:

Student Recreation Center
May - August
Applications may be filled out in
the main office April 10-19th

For more information call
372-7482 or 372-7477

UAO
D Continued from page 3.
spend more money," she said,
explaining more funds would allow for "a higher-profile lecture
series."
"I've always been amazed and
grateful," she said of the amount
of work the students devote to
UAO.
Although students are not paid,
the experience can be Invaluable
for some, said Jennifer Purdy,
vice president and former publicity director.
She said there are a variety of
areas students can gain experience, such as travel, public relations and making contacts with
film studios, record labels and
music groups.
UAO President Christy Miller
is a junior business administration major, minoring In hospitality management and wants to
become a special events planner
after graduation.
Miller said she became inter-

ested in UAO through freshman
orientation, because it "sounded
like a lot of fun."
"With the 13 committees we
have, we can hit almost any of the
student interests," she said.
However, a difficult interest to
satisfy is music. UAO concerts
have not had the best attendance
in recent years for several
reasons, UAO officials said.
"We're not a very big school,
we're verv diverse and we're
considered a conservative campus," Purdy said.
Swanka said University concerts have to compete with the
Toledo market and the limited
space for seating dlsuades some
acts. UAO. sponsors a concert
each semester. The fall show Is
traditionally a rock concert and
jazz in the spring.
Recent acts have included
10,000 Maniacs, INXS, UB40 and
special guest Howie Mandel.

mmil^t B<6 Sterne: flour source for campus neuiai

Greenbriar Inc.
Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available •
Stop in and check out
our special deals for
Summer & Fall 1991
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
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Personality
University teacher becomes author
New book on 'Kennedy
Mystique* well received
"The American people were
curiously offended by his manipulation of power and yearned for
JFK's idealism,'' Henggeler said.
Also haunting LBJ was Robert
Kennedy and former JFK aides
claiming that the legislation was
really John Kennedy s.

by Christopher J. Dawson
writer

then the specific impact of the
Kennedys, [if felt sympathetic to
some degree for the predicament
that this guy was put in," Henggeler explained. "He's following
the martyred president who had a
wonderful popularity about him."
The Kennedy Mystique was not
Johnson's own predicament.
Henggeler points out that LBJ
was essentially anachronistic. In
the era of new style-oversubstance politics, embodied
often by the telegenic Kennedy,
LBJ was the old-fashioned politician, the "wheeler-dealer."
"He's one that moves power,
who moves and manipulates
Congress. He finds out what's
weak in people and he manipulates them to get what he thinks
will create for him his legacy, or
whatever he needs to pass a bill

"I think I'm going to become
the Salman Rushdie of the Kennedys...I should be so lucky that
they would call for my head,"
laughed Paul Henggeler as he
discussed his new book "In His
Henggeler points out the KenSteps: Lyndon Johnson and the nedys tried to make Johnson's
Kennedy Mystique."
War on Poverty and Great Society, created by Johnson as his
Henggeler, an assistant profes- own legacy, seem as if it was
sor of nistory, initially wrote the JFK's idea all along.
book as a doctoral dissertation
while earning his doctoral degree
at the University.
"These types of revelations

only seem to

The book examines the impact enhance his [John F. Kennedy]image, this
the Kennedy legacy had on Lyn- makes him a James Bond figure, or
don Johnson, personally as well
as politically. Henggeler uses the someone to be admired."
term "Kennedy Mystique," to
describe the influence of Robert,
as well as John. According to
Henggeler, Johnson was caught
in a "double-bind." He utilized
"Johnson creates this huge, or piece of legislation," Hengthe memory of John F. Kennedy
to pass his own legislation by tell- wonderful, multimillion-dollar geler said.
ing people that John would have package to fight poverty, and
In contrast, Kennedy worked
then the Kennedy people come on his television image and his
favored certain bills.
out and say, 'Oh, this is what John delivery style — Johnson resen"When [LBJ] wants to get cer- Kennedy always intended. [John- ted this kind of activity.
it's]'_ _just simply following in the
tain civil rights legislation bills or son':
"It was not in his manner to
;acy of John Kennedy. John- want to promote himself on telea piece of poverty legislation legacy
passed, he would go before the son is tormented by that. He's vision or practice his acting
Senate or a group of people and [LBJ] the one who's been wheel- skills. I mean, this was a guy who
say 'I know that John Kennedy's ing and dealing to get the legisla- wanted to move legislation. He's
looking down from heaven and he tion passed, but it's John Ken- the last of a breed of politicians."
would want this bill passed,'" nedy who's getting all the credit
Henggeler concedes the public
Henggeler said. "He's constantly font."
Henggeler admits his portrayal does not share the historians'
(ilaying the note to move his legisation, but in doing so, he's acci- of Johnson is sympathetic, view of LBJ as the better presidently elevating the Kennedy though he did not intend it to be dent than JFK. He notes JFK has
always been more appealing to
that way.
Mystique."
the public and revelations like the
Henggeler said while Johnson
"I was kind of indifferent to CIA assassination attempts
evokedthe Kennedy myth to pass
his legislation, he also strived to Johnson when I started the against Fidel Castro, or the alcreate his own image and legacy. project. Most of my research had leged affair with Marilyn Monroe
But he was hamstringed by the centered on the Kennedys, about has done nothing to harm that
Kennedy legacy when he used whom I had mixed emotions to image.
"These types of revelations
John Kennedy to get legislation begin with. But as I started examining Johnson's personality and only seem to enhance his image.
passed.

Graduate Student Senate's International Affairs Committee
presents:

I nternationaI
free admission

FiIm

GISH FILM THEATER

Festi vaI
free admission

FRIDAY, APRIL \Z
7:00 pm POWAQQATSI
Directed by GODFREY REGGIO
Music by PHILIP GLASS
United States. 1988
The follow-up to Koyunitqun, leai dependent on
technical effect! and with a more hypnotic rhythm and
buoyant, celebratory lone, thii 61m concentrates on the
human nde of man's relationship lo his environment
Magnilnrnt naiurescapes shot in India. Egypt. Nepal.
Peru and Brazil, *rr coupled with memorable images of
the human face staring at the camera in a moving
expression of both the distance and the bond between
disparate races The camera's exhilarating sweep across
the planet, fused with Philp Glaus hypnotic score,
leads the viewer to a renewed, invigorated sense of lift
on this planet which couldn't be more timely

9:00 pm PELLE THE
CONQUEROR
Directed by nil IK AUGUST
Denmark/Sweden, 1988 subtitled
August's adaptation of Martin Amlrrson Neao's clainc
19th-cenlury novel portray* an aging Swedish farmer who.
with rut young ton Pelle. migrate! to Denmark in search
of a belter life Winner of Palme d'Or at Camel

sSATURPAY. APRIL 13
7:00 pm

PIXOTE
Directed by HECTOR BABENCO
Brazil. 1981.

A remarkable and unsentimental film made on the subject of childhood The nory depicu hosaeless Brazilian youths, eapknied
by criminals, mistreated with offhand savagery in "reform' schools, then set loose in the Rio underworld where ihcy become
involved in purse-snatching, drug dealing, pimping and murder The story's pitiless descent into hell is continually illuminated
wiih lightning flashes of innocence, joy and compassion

Experience the Global Picture
This event sponsored by: Graduate Student Senate, Resident Student
Association, Student Activities & Orientation, World Student Association

This makes him a James Bond
figure, or someone to be admired," Henggeler said. "Because boys will be boys, and if I
was president I'm not sure I'd
turn down Marilyn Monroe
either. So even with the negative
revelations, it sometimes seems
to enhance him for some people,
other people just simply dismiss
it—they don't believe it."
The actual writing of the book
was not a difficult thing, Henggeler said.
"It is pretty unique for somebody who has just gotten their
Ph.D to also just get a book out. [
Lawrence] Friedman [graduate
adviser] was pushing right away
that this Was not going to be just a
dissertation, that this was going
to be a book," Henggeler said. "I
just kind of rolled my eyes and
said 'Yeah, just let me work on
the dissertation first.'"
His dissertation was about 500
pages, and he cut it down to 400
pages. The project, which
stretched out during three and
one-half years, was difficult for
him personally.
"The key is the discipline —
you sit your butt down and write
everyday, and you make sure you
do it, and I would. I'd spend
sometimes 10,12,15 hours a day,
a minimum of eight hours a day,
working on this...the difficulty of
it comes in what you sacrifice,
which is a lot of friendships, a lot
of personal relations. You have to
cancel a lot of visits, a lot of vacations. You have to neglect
things."
"In His Steps," which debuts in
bookstores this week, has been
well received so far. The book
received favorable reviews from
Hodding Carter in the Washington Times, and noted historian
Robert Divine, as well as journals
such as Library Journal, Publishers Weekly, and the influential Kirkus Reviews.
A second book is in the works.
Henggeler will be analyzing the
impact of the Kennedy mystique
on American politics, but instead
of just focusing on LBJ and his relations with the Kennedys, he will
look at presidents Nixon, Carter
and Reagan, as well as looking at
Graduate Student Senate

■tvo*o by/Paul Vsyrnon
Paul Henggeler, assistant history professor and author of "In His
Steps: Lyndon Johnson and the Kennedy Mystique."

the "Kennedy clones" such as
Gary Hart, Joe Biden, Richard
Gephardt and Dan Quay le.
It will be a more broad-brush
approach...it will just be a
broader look on the impact of the
Kennedys on American politics
and how they've screwed it up."
"In His Steps: Lyndon Johnson
Graduate Student Senate

and the Kennedy Mystique" will
be available in the University
Bookstore, as well as local bookstores, such as Waldenbooks.
Henggeler has offered to sign any
copies.
My motto is, 'You buy it, I'll
sign it. I need the money,'"
Henggeler said, laughing.
Graduate Student Senate

Graduate Student
Senate
presents...

Experimental Expressive
Behavior
Spring Festival
April 11-14
Events and performances
running on and off days
and evenings Thursday
through Sunday in the
round room of the
Student Services Building
Including many
participatory activities
and open mics.
Graduate Student Senate

Graduate Student' Senate

Graduate Student Senate
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Mascots FOCUS on fundraising
Freddie andFreida to 'flop their fannies' in Ice Arena seats
by Julie Potter
staff writer

Looking for something different to do this
Saturday? Go to the Ice Arena to witness the
inaugural Freddie and Freida Fanny Flop,
sponsored by Freshman Off-Campus University Students.
The idea for the fundraiser originated
from a similar contest Sue Witschi, director
of the Off-Campus Commuter Center, heard
about when she lived in Colorado several
years ago.
"There was a radio station that sponsored
an event like this one at Mile High Stadium
and I thought it would be a unique fundraisingevent," Witschi said.
The Freddie and Freida Fanny Flop will

take place 1 p.m. Saturday in the Ice Arena.
All four Freddies and Freidas will be
"fanny flopping," or sitting in every seat of
a specified section of the Ice Arena at the
same time, Kent Appelhans, freshman electronics major and president of FOCUS, said.
The times it takes each Freddie or Freida
to sit in every seat of their section will be
added together to determine the time it
takes to sit in every seat of the arena, Witschi said.
FOCUS will be selling guesses in the OffCampus Student Center for the remainder of
the week for $1. The winner will be the person whose guess comes closest to the actual
time.
They will be taking guesses in a booth at
the Ice Arena before the event Saturday.
"The person who comes the closest to

guessing the correct time will win at least
$100, or 25 percent of the pot," Appelhans
said.
"We will be using the remainder of the
money raised to fund events that FOCUS
will be sponsoring throughout the year,"
Witschi said.
FOCUS was organized at the beginning of
fall semester by Witschi and Gregg Decrane, vice president of student activities,
for the purpose of orienting off-campus
freshmen and getting them acclimated to
the University.
Appelhans said "our organization is open
to any freshmen who commute, but we have
a core group of about 20active members."
FOCUS meets every Wednesday 12:30 pm.
in305MoseleyHall.

Movie to air on abortion trial
by Pat Milton
Associated Press writer

MINEOLA, N.Y. — Nancy
Klein does not remember that she
was pregnant when a car crash
plunged her into a 10-week coma,
her husband said. And she
learned of his court battle to get
her an abortion long after it was
performed.
But as the Long Island couple
awaits the showing of a CBS movie about that battle — to be aired
at 9 p.m. Eastern time, Sunday —
Martin Klein said he is comforted
knowing his wife concurs that he
made the right choice in seeking
the abortion.
DOV

BV

DRV

CfU€ND€n

"Nancy agrees with the decision," said Klein, in an interview. "I knew she would, but it
was comforting to hear her say it.
"Someone else in the same unfortunate circumstances may
have made different choices. But
for me, Nancy and her family, we
know we made the best and right
choice."
Now that Nancy Klein, 34, is
slowly recovering from her severe head injuries, Martin Klein
has told her about the pregnancy
and the abortion, which he sought
based on doctors' advice that it
could aid her recovery.
Klein's request thrust the affluent Upper Brookville couple
into the national spotlight. AntiDOV

OV
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1991-1992 DAY BY DAY CALANDER

Cover Design Contest:
Entries must be reproducible to 8Vz x 11 size.
Design should be one color representation.

Be Original!

$50.00 for the winning design!
Deadline: Friday April 12, 1991
•For info, call
BV
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D Continued from page 1.

shall be deemed not to have withdrawn consent" for a sample to
abortionists intervened to try to betaken.
stop the abortion and took the
"The hospital does not desire to
case to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Kleins' ordeal and the hinder this investigation...but
wrenching two-week court fight this court is not free to make an
have been made into a two-hour exception to [violate a patient's
docudrama titled, "Absolute privilege]," Brazeau said.
Strangers."
Rath's patient privilege would
"The purpose of the movie is
not to convince people that our be violated if the sample was
decision was right, said Klein. used without his consent,
"It's not about abortion, but a Brazeau said.
private, family matter that
Because the hospital stated
should never had been interfered
Rath was in serious condition, it
with by total strangers."
Klein, 36, a Manhattan ac- seems the patient was incapable
countant, said the two activists of withdrawing his consent, said
who tried to stop the abortion Williamson.
"put us through living hell. We
Rath could not deny permission
were heartbroken and trying to
deal with one tragedy and they for a sample to be taken so "the
came along from nowhere and results need to be turned over to
the prosecuting attorney," said
heaped another tragedy on us."
The opponents, John Short and Williamson.
Lawrence Washburn, sought to
be named guardians of the
However, after a request by
17-week-old fetus, charging that Rath's attorney, Paul Accetola,
Klein did not have the best inter- Williamson ordered the results to
est of his wife and unborn baby at be sealed until Accetola could
heart.
research the case longer.

KURDS

Be Creative!
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PJTnJ© office 2-2343!
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G Continued from page 1.
1,440-member U.N. monitoring
force for the Iraq-Kuwait border
would arrive in Kuwait City on
Friday.
Rebellions by Shiite Muslims in
the south and Kurds in the north
broke out after Iraqi forces were
driven from Kuwait by the allies.
In the rebel-held highlands of
northern Iraq, Masoud Barzani,
AAA

AAA

AAA

head of the Kurdistan Democratic Party, told reporters cold,
hunger and disease were causing
deaths among the 300,000 to
400,000 Kurds headed for the Iranian border.
He said none of the aid air
drops organized by the United
States, France and Britain had
reached the cold mountain passes.
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The Bowling Green State University Chapter of
Alpha Lambda Delta is proud to announce
its Spring, 1991 new members:
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Shelley Gabrielle Alexander
Alisa Caryn Apisdorf
Rebecca Lynn Armstrong
Renee Ritu Arora
Julie Augur
Jodi Lin Aurand
Melissa Anne Barman
Janine Louise Barzyk
Beth Ann Baumbarger
James Joseph Bednar
Tobias C. Biederman
Susan a. Bischoff
Tracy R. Boltz
Renee L. Botts
Judi Brannan
Lisa J. Braun
Kelly Lynn Bricking
Ten M. Brough
Jeff Brubaker
Thomas Edward Bunyard
Allison M. Burt
Christine Buckridge
Dawn P. Buschur
Lori Kay Byrd
Brian Patrick Caldwell
Jennifer Suzanne Carmona
Jennifer Beth Carran
Laura A. Casey
Amy Cesa
John Jesse Cheslock
Brilt A Cocanour
Brian Coleman
Rodney Damon Collins
Donald Joseph Colliver
Christine M. Corbett
Michelle Renee Corcoran
Michelle Joy B. Corpuz
Jody Lynn Crowe
Robyn Marie Dean
Jennie Maurine Dedmon
Becky Ann Downs
Jennifer Dunlap
Molly Kathleen Egan
Anthony Carl Engle
Benny Engelmann
John M. Engelmann
Tammy J. Eshedor
Patricia A. Evers

Julie M Ewing
Bobbi Jo Faris
Connie Revecca Fehn
Danielle L. Ferguson
Letilia E. Ferrier
John D. Fisher
Ann M. Fox
Daniel Lee Fry
Jennifer Lynn Fry
Laura Louise Gaertner
Melanie Ann Garza
Michelle Marie Garzon
Brady Park Gaskins
Gregory Alon Geiger
Graham H. Geisler
Ty Allan Ghezzi
Kristin Gibboney
Stephen William Glaros
Marceen Ellen Glavic
Marc Eric Gustwiller
Deborah Lynne Hancock
Linda Ann Hanna
Joellen S. Harbaugh
Michelle Dawn Harshman
Thomas A. Hileman
Dawn Marie Holstein
Deanna Denise Hood
Kimberly Oliver Hoppert
Richard J. Hura
Susannah Ingle
Paul Lewis Jarrett
Gina M. Jasin
Pete Jirles
Tammy-Jo Jones
Michelle Jun9blulh
>.uueen Kadleck
Jennifer Lynn Kananen
Lori Kaserman
Kimberly A. Kirkpatrlck
Kimberley Renee Knapp
Chris Kokotaylo
Robert Joseph Koviak, Jr.
Michelle A. Lamson
Valerie Lynne Leonard
Carrie Anna Lucarell
Cassaundra Lee Luedecke
Debra M. Lyons
Lisa Grace Hanna

Madelyn E. Mackle
Susan R. Mahaney
Lori A Marchese
Cherise Renne Mariea
Stephen R. Marks
Mindy Sue Martz
Cheryl Lynn Masanek
Matthew John Meyer
Lisa Ann Miley
Janice Lynn Miller
Michael J. Miller
Mark Lawrence Minaham
Cynthia Lynn Molen
Jennifer Lynn Moore
Jennifer L. Morgan
David Andrew Mrak
Stephen L. Muskopf
Lisa Ann Mutzner
Beth Myers
Carrie Naugle
Amy Lynn Neumann
Jennelle Marie Nevins
Jill M. Nicholas
Michell Ann Nlemczura
Ann Marie Nudo
David J. Nystrom
Heidi Elizabeth O'Leary
Selene G. Oslak
Krista Lynn Palmer
Tyson Parkhurst
Niki A. Pasln
Jennifer Lynn Patek
Jennifer L. Paugh
Kristle Kay Pearson
Tracy N. Pearson
William Earl Peters
Polly Christine Peterson
Dathryn M. Petrie
Robert Lloyd Pettibone III
Jennifer M. Petty
Susan Renae Pozzuto
Tammy Puestow
Kimberly Ann Quartel
Robert F. Radwan
Ruth Elizabeth Ristvey
Sandra Michelle Rizor
Carrie A. Robinson
Ryan D. Roth

>
>
>

Hans A. Sanderson
Amy Krisann Schermer
Elizabeth Dawn Schwendemam
Terl Sementelll
Barbara Sharkey
Andrew J. Sheila
Amy Lynn Sievert
Ruth Marilyn Sholtis
Angela Christine Susan Shoup
Lee A. Silverio
Amy Elizabeth Smith
Heather Marie Smith
Kurt Eric Smith
Cynthia S. Snyder
Leslie A. Stewart
Lara Stoddard
Jeffrey David Stotz
Jennifer Lynn Stripe
David Warren Stubblebine
Jennifer Suzanne Swihart
Kelly Sue Swinehart
Thomas J. Taylor, Jr.
Michael William Tlmmerman
Angela M. Thornell
Jeff Scott Tracey
Laura Marie Cecilia Clrsem
Jeffrey A. Van Buren
Tracy Lynn Voelkerding
Eric W. Vuyk
Dawn Waldman
Dana Lontrell Walder
Edward M. Wallace
Brenda K. Warnecke
Suzanne N. Watklns
Amanda Mary Wernert
Rebecca J. Werkmeister
Stephen D. West
Nicole Renee Westrick
Jennifer Suzanne Wilson
Nicole Wright
Vicki L. Yager
Darla Jeanne Your
Honor Initiates
Steven Ludd, PhD
Stuart Keeley, PhD
Barbara Y. Keller, PhD
Kimberly E. White, MA Candidate

Congratulations to Teresa Siclair, winner of the 1991 Jo Anne Trow Scholarship. In honor of
our 25th Anniversary, Alpha Lambda Delta Day is Thursday, April 18th. There will be a tree
planting ceremony at 1 pm in front of the Union and a reception afterward in 403 Mosely.
There is also a mandatory meeting Thursday night at 8 pm in 411 South Hall for all new and
current members.
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Three Alarm Steak
Kitchen steward Ryan Rogers, a Junior pre-med biology major,
grills steaks for Sigma Phi Epsilon's Steak and Beans dinner outside of the Slg Ep house on Wednesday afternoon. Smoke from
the steaks set off the fire alarm in their house.

PARTY
a Continued from page 1.
Sears said he does not expect the
non-alcoholic party to replace
East Merry Madness/Frazee
Frenzy, but he believes students,
mostly those underage, will be
drawn by the band and free admission. The band's has yet to be
determined.
"The party will offer huge advantages to underage people," he
said. "East Merry is going to
offer the opportunity to get arrested for underage drinking."
He believes even students of
drinking age will attend after
East Merry partying, adding he
expects East Merry to be broken
up by city police around 9 p.m.
Miller said the city has no plans
to prevent the (East
Merry/Frazee] party or break it
up at a set time, but city laws will
be enforced.
"We are instructing our police
to be diligent in their work — to
make sure their are no questions
about any arrests," he said.
"But, if students go out nn public

streets with beer, they will be arrested."
Miller is urging students to look
at the on-campus party as a supSlement to East Merry and Is
oping at least 500 students come
to the party throughout the night.
"People can go both places as
far as I'm concerned. We just
want everybody to have a pleasant evening," he said.
The planning group chose the
non-alcoholic, on-campus party
as the best East Merry alternative April 8, after finding too
much liability and too few sponsors in alcoholic options. Two
proposals thrown out were a
downtown block party and Wood
County Fairgrounds festivities.
Sears said details of the Union
Rrty, including the band and
id suppliers, will be made by
April 19.
He added the planning committee meets Mondays at 10 a.m. in
405 Student Services, and invites
all interested students to take
part.
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M N«wi/Tlm Norman

D Continued from page 1.
president said, citing stepped up
challenges to Kremlin authority.
He also proposed a simultaneous
acceleration of the transition to a
free-market system.
But Gorbachev's plan for sal-

vaging the union of 15 republics
comes amid widespread pessimism about his ability to halt a
demoralizing economic decline
and his seriousness about fundamental democratic reform.

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 12. 5 p.m.
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Elsewhere
Baker proposes Israeli peace plan Ohio seeks more
highway funding
opposed Israeli actions in U.N. votes.
Baker and his senior aides declined to hazard a guess how the Israeli plan would be received in his talks with Mubarak and with
Prince Saud, the foreign minister of Saudi Arabia, in Cairo.
Egyptian Foreign Minister Esmat Abdel-Meguid warned before
Baker s arrival from Jerusalem that Israel could not have peace until
it yielded what he called Arab land.
Baker has called Israel's proposal "constructive," and it gave his
second Mideast peace mission in less than a month a momentum U.S.
diplomacy in the region had lacked.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir met with him for two hours before
Baker flew to Egypt. A senior U.S. official said the Israeli leader had
given "very satisfactory" replies to questions raised by Baker.
Baker waited until night fell before meeting with Mubarak. This is
the season of Ramadan, which imposes a daytime fast on Muslims.
,,„..... quickly
„ strong
„.. „.,6 impression
„..K.^.^,,„,. of
„. Mubarak's
,..„„„,„„., thinking
u-..™.,,
Baker
M„.^.,v got
B„. a
through the pages of Al Ahram, a newspaper that generally reflects
the thinking of the country's leader.

by Barry Schweld
Associated Press Diplomatic writer

CAIRO, Egypt — Secretary of State James Baker took an Israeli
peace proposal to the Arab world on Wednesday, uncertain about the
reception it would receive, but eager to maintain momentum begun in
Jerusalem.
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak was ready to confront Baker
with a five-point plan of his own calling for Israel to relinquish land in
order to gam Arab acceptance of its existence.
Other provisions in Mubarak's plan included a halt to new Israeli
housing construction on the West Bank and in Gaza and the establishment of a Palestinian state.
The Egyptian leader did not rule out the regional peace conference
proposed by the Israeli government.
Israel's plan would have the conference held under U.S. auspices,
preferably in Washington, with the Soviet Union a participant. Reporters traveling with Baker were told the Soviets would have to
restore full diplomatic relations with Israel if they hoped to sponsor
It rejected Israel's procedural suggestion that negotiations be held
peace talks.
separately with each of the Arab governments. The objection was deEgypt's approach would involve other nations, many of which have signed to ensure a united Arab front.

FDA told
to tighten
up bottled
water laws
by Joan Mower Associated Press
writer
WASHINGTON — Plain tap
water may be safer than some
Ericey bottled waters because of
tz federal regulation of the bottled-water industry, congressional
investigators and lawmakers
said Wednesday.
The General Accounting Office,
the congressional watchdog
agency, concluded the Food and
Drug Administration needs to do
more to ensure bottled waters are
safe.
Inadequate regulations mean
"bottled water, including mineral
water, may contain levels of potentially harmful contaminants
that are not allowed in public
drinking water," the report said.
John Harman, director of the
GAO's food and agriculture issues, told a House panel it was
"difficult to make assurances"
that bottled waters are safe or
unsafe because the industry is not
scrutinized well enough.
The GAO conducted its investigation at the request of Rep.
John Dingell, D-Mich., chairperson of a House Energy and Commerce subcommittee on oversight, who blasted the FDA for its
handling of the bottled-water industry.
The FDA has been "inexcusably negligent and complacent"
regarding its duty to regulate bottled waters. Dingell said.
FDA is responsible for monitoring and testing bottled water,
which is considered a food. The
general public's drinking water
supply, including the wells and
springs from which bottled water
is drawn, is regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency
and state agencies.

Bill privatizes liquor sales
by Robert E. Miller
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Majority Re6ublicans in the Ohio Senate on
'ednesdav passed Gov. George
Voinovich s proposal to privatize
Ohio's retail liquor stores.
The 19-14 vote, along party lines
except for three GOP dissenters
and one Democratic proponent,
sent the proposal to an uncertain
fate in tne Democrat-controlled
House.
Sen. Roy Ray, R-Akron, who
sponsored the bill for the Republican administration, said the bill
would replace 262 state-owned
stores with a statewide network
of 500 private stores. They would
include 138 private outlets that
already sell liquor under state
contract in sparsely populated
areas.
Sen. Neal Zimmers of Dayton,
saying he has long favored the
state getting out of the liquor
business, was the only Democrat
voting for the bill, Republicans
opposing it, without speaking
against it, were Sens. Charles
Horn, Kettering; Scott Oelslager,
Canton; and Paul Pfeifer, Bucyrus.
Debate on the proposal lasted
nearly four hours. Most of it

centered around whether the end
of Ohio's nearly 60-year-old retail
liquor monopoly would result in
increased consumption of alcohol
and an accompanying boost in
traffic deaths, alcoholism and
other related social problems.
The issues were not resolved.
Ray quoted officials in Iowa —
which privatized its stores in 1987
— as saying that state had no significant increase in consumption
or other related problems.
But Sen. Robert Burch,
D-Dover, who offered some of the
ill-fated amendments, and others
said the Iowa experience was
clouded by a national decline in
drinking. They said consumption
decreased in Iowa by 4 percent in
the past four years, compared
with a 16 percent drop in Ohio.
Voinovich is seeking the legislation in part to help balance the
$26.8 billion budget bill he sent to
the Legislature last month.
Ray said the measure would increase state revenues from liquor
sales over the next two years by
$40.1 million.
Most of the savings would result from eliminating the jobs of
more than 1,000 store clerks and
about 400 Department of Liquor
Control supervisors. However,
the bill provides retraining and
early retirement programs and

OF
ROOMMATE
HASSLES?
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The minimum allocation should
be increased from 85 percent to 90
percent of the fund's contributions, and local governments
should not be forced to pick up
more of the tab for road improvements, she said.

gives them preferred status in the
awarding of private store franchises, Rav said.
Sen. Eric Fingerhut. D-Cleveland, offered an amendment that
would have provided up to one
year's severance pay for the employees and full retirement benefits for those with tenure of 20
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — The crew of the shuttle Atlantis
years or more. However, the
amendment was defeated 19-13, got an extra day in space Wednesday because of strong desert wind in
California that prevented them from landing, and threatened today's
mostly along party lines.
touchdown plans.
Burch disputed Ray's estimate
NASA flight directors said they would decide at the last minute this
of the revenue gain from privati- morning whether the landing would be in California or Florida, or to
zation, claiming the governor keep the five-member crew up even longer.
Blustery wind whipped across Edwards Air Force Base in Califoroverlooked various expenses that
include the loss of taxes currently nia all morning Wednesday, wiping out both possible landing times.
paid by department employees.
"I hope you don't mind if we ask you to stay up another day, but we'He offered an amendment pro- re going to give up on today," Mission Control s Brian Duffy told the
viding for the auctioning of pri- crew.
vate store contracts to the highest
"We understand and I think that's a good decision," replied mission
bidder. The bill leaves the awarding procedure up to the depart- commander Steven Nagel.
NASA rescheduled the landing for 9:56 a.m. EDT today at Edwards.
ment and does not provide for
But flight director Wayne Hale said more high wind was expected.
competitive bids.
The Kennedy Space Center's runway is the backup landing strip,
Burch said his amendment, but weather conditions also did not look good there for today. A Florida
landing would be an orbit earlier at 8:25 a.m. EDT
based on the experience of a simiNASA will consider Kennedy if the weather at Edwards remains
lar privatization law that recently netted West Virginia about bad, Hale said.
NASA prefers the expansive desert lakebed at Edwards over Ken$15 million in windfall revenues,
would yield up to $75 million for nedy's single concrete strip, which provides far less room for maneuvering.
Voinovich's budget.

Winds leave shuttle
plans 'up in the air'

A Only students who purchase an upgraded plan (Comfort, Super or Super Plus) for either or both
semesters are eligible for a refund.
Q: How will the refund be determined?
A: The maximum amount you may have credited to your Bursar Account is determined by the following
procedure. Acid together your Fall and Spring semester meal plans, subtract $1090.00 which is ihe total
of two minimum plans, subtract the bonus dollars you receive with your plan (Comfort Plan $15, Super
Plan $25, Super Plus Plan $50), and subtract a $10.00 administrative fee.
Example: You purchase a Super Plan ($800) for both Fall and Spring.
$1650 (S800 ♦ S25 bonus dollars per semester)
- S109Q ($545 minimum plan required each semester)
$ 560
50 ($25 bonus dollars per semester)
$ 510
lfl ($10 Administrative Fee)
$ 500 Maximum Credit
On this plan, if your balance on May 13.1991 is $530 the following procedure will be followed:

UniGraphics

-

Your
On-Cam pus

$480

lfl ($10 Administrative Fee)
S470 (S470 Maximum Refund)

A: Any credits due will not be credited until Spring Semester is completed. Credits due should be
automatically credited to your general Bursar account 4-6 weeks after the end of the academic year.

Desktop
Publishing
Service
Bureau

at

S530 (balance on Quantum 90 Account May 13,1991)
5_Q ($25 bonus dollars per semester)

Q: When can I get the refund?

Q: Will I get a check from the Office of the Bursar for the amount of the credit owed to me?
A: The credit will be applied to your general Bursar account. If you have an outstanding Bursar bill the
credit will be used to reduce your outstanding balance. If any credit remains a check will be sent to your
billing address.
Q: Why can't I get a refund with the minimum plan?
A: The minimum plan ($545 per semester) is required by the Board of Trustees to guarantee bond
payments and fixed expenses i.e... rent, utilities, equipment, maintenance, insurance, staffing, etc.

POE ROAD
■a
^APARTMENTS*

Q: This seems unfair! Is it?
A: B.G.S.U. really provides much lower minimum requirements than our sister stale universities and is
the only one of these that offer any refunds.

^215 E. Poe Road ^

•frlT'er-triftt'Crir-tclrit

"Today, the United States is
primarily composed of urbancentered metropolitan regions.
Modifications are needed to more
adequately meet the needs of the
majority of our population," Kaptur testified.

Q: Am I entitled to a refund on my Quantum 90 Account?

TRY A ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
OR AN
EFFICIENCY

Call 352-0717

She said Washington got involved with roads in the 1900s,
when the goal was "getting the
farmers out of the mua."

A: If you are in good Financial standing and have a minimum, comfort, super or super plus account this
semester, you'll automatically qualify to charge your meals up to S100 limit and pay for them later on a
regular billing from the office of the Bursar. This is available during the last 30 days of the semester or
as of April 10,1991.

■tr-er-er-er-ir-k-k-tr-Cr-tT-ir
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committee of the House Public
Works and Transportation Committee.

Q: I'm out of money, what's this about a charge option?

"Given the lack of regulation,
what consumers are paying for is
not necessarily better, purer or
safer than tap water,'' Dingell
said.

TIRED

WASHINGTON (AP) - No
matter how much highway
money goes to the states next
year, Ohio won't get a fair share
unless Washington changes the
way it divides the dollars, Ohio
Gov. George Voinovich said
Wednesday.
In written testimony to a congressional panel, Voinovich
asked for a new system that
would let Ohio and 18 other states
&et oacK a larger portion ot tne
ggy collected there from fuel
taxes.
"Ohio, with its heavily-traveled
roads, aging bridges and muchin-demand mass transit services,
can no longer continue to be denied its fair share of federal funding," Voinovich wrote.
Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Ohio,
made the same point in testimony
to the surface transportation sub-

Call Us
211 West Hall

372-7418

Required Minimum Plans for 1990-91
Miami
$1660
Kent State
$1250
$1530
Ohio State
Ohio University S1653
B.G.S.U.
$1090
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Reds, Pirates still the teams to catch

n

Spring has sprung as Major
Leage Baseball started this week.
But before the teams took the
field, yours truly took in some exhibition games to assess the local
boys of summer.
Here are my impressions of the
four major teams in the area.
CINCINNATI REDS:
The World Champion Reds
stood by and watched other
teams in the NL West make mil- named the opening day starter.
lion dollar deals with high quality
And Dor in and Duncan can both
Blayers to try to catch up with make strong cases why they
should be the starting second
•em.
And that is about all they did — baseman. Dorin has the job, but it
should be interesting to see how
watch.
Center fielder Eric Davis said long Duncan remains his backup.
Tne pitching is also solid, even
the best way to stay ahead of
these teams will be to work even though they Tost starter Danny
Jackson to the Chicago Cubs.
harder this season.
Overall the outlook for the Reds
"We will have to take our game
to another level because people is bright, but I do not believe that
will be after us because we won they will lead wire-to-wire as they
did last year.
the World Series," he said.
Los Angeles might have someThe only problem the Reds
might have is keeping everyone thing to say about who wins the
division, but Davis said he isn't
happy.
They've already one problem feeling any pressure to repeat.
"Why is there pressure to
with Jose Rijo because he was not

Murphy's
Law

win?" he said. "You [the media]
don't give us credit and don't expect us to win."
CLEVELAND INDIANS:
As the Tribe prepares for another season in the AL East, I am
preparing for another long year
as a longtime Indians fan.
I don^ see them finishing any
higher than fifth in a division that
should be dominated by the Red
Sox and the Blue Jays.
They do have a couple of exciting young players which could
make them fun to watch — for a
little while.
Alex Cole is the man who the
team is being centered around.
He will be roaming the expanded
green pastures of center field this
year.
Last season he carried a .300
batting average and stole 40
bases in just 63 games last
season.
Albert Belle is the Tribe's new
found lone home run threat. In
spring training, he hit 11 taters,
which was tops in the majors.
"I have to continue to swing at

good pitches and hope that the
pitchers make the same mistakes," he said of his ability to hit
the long ball.
And, of course they still have
last year's AL Rookie of the Year,
catcher Sandy Alomar Jr.
All of this combined with a decent pitching staff and underrated stopper Doug Jones makes
them a .500 ball club this year.
DETROIT TIGERS:
The Tigers are also in the AL
East and they can also expect the
same results as the Tribe somewhere around the .500 mark and
near the basement.
The difference between the Indians and Detroit is that the
Tigers are getting too old.
If you look at the Tigers, you
see some of the same people
you've seen for the past 10 years.
Alan Trammell and Lou Whitaker are the top veterans returning and form one of the best
double play combinations in
baseball history.
"They work as a good unit and
are the best I have ever seen,"

said Ernie Harwell, the Tigers
radio voice for the past 31 years.
Gone are some of the team's
most recognizable names. Jack
Morris took a plane to Minnesota
and Chet Lemon was released
from the team last week.
One area the Tigers won't be
lacking in is power.
Back are 50-plus home run man
Cecil Fielder, 20-plus power man
Rob Deer, 20-plus crusher Pete
Incaviglia, possible 20 home run
hitter Mickey Tettleton, and always potent Lloyd Moseby.
But don't count on the team
batting average eclipsing the .200
mark with the following kings of
strikeouts above.
One major deficiency will be
pitching.
Since Morris left, the Tigers
are short someone that they can
hand the ball when they need a
win.
But manager Sparky Anderson
still reamins optomistic about the
1991 season.
"They [the media] have picked
us seventh again, but we will

swing the bat and score some
runs. Our pitching is our main
problem," he said.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES:
The Bucs are suffering from a
bad case of greed which might
catch up with them in the end.
Barry Bonds and Bobby Bonilla
both won their arbitration cases
this past winter, but neither are
totally satisfied.
But if 1990 NL Manager of the
Year, Jim Leyland can keep the
club focused on the season, the
Pirates will be tough to defeat as
NL East champions.
"We have a pretty damn good
ball club," Leyland said.'Tve got
11 pretty good pitchers and good
defense basically everywhere.
Which is to say the least.
Bonds, Bonilla and Van Slyke
should again lead the team at the
plate, but again it really all deBmds on their ability to concenate on baseball and not their
salaries.
Patrick Murphy, is a sports
writer for the News

Rugby springs into action Girdlestone paces women

won't get another chance to see ing the other way and we suckthem here until April 27. This is ered them. Randy finished it off
by Kevin Cummings
due to problems the club is with a great run." said Naples.
sports writer
having finding a field to call
What does the number 10 and home.
"This game showed just how
What do you get when you
the Bowling Green Rugby Team
much the California trip helped
cross the strongest golf tourhave in common? Give up.
In their first game on Saturday, our team," BG coach Roger Maznament the Bowling Green
It's the number of consecutive the ruggers crushed Central zarella said. "Before the trip, we
women will play in all year and
times the ruggers have won the Michigan 32-0. All-Midwest wing only beat Kent 4-3 and today we
the Falcons' first match of the
Mid-American conference Randy Schott led the Falcons, dominated them."
spring?
Championship in a row.
scoring a try and kicking four
An uphill battle from the beThe championship game on
conversions. The Chippewas
ginning coupled with a few imIf you happened to go by Sterl- were no match for the Falcons Sunday pitted BG against Ball
pressive individual rounds.
ing field, otherwise known as size on the inside and speed on the State tor the fifth year in a row.
BG opened its spring sched"The Pitch," this weekend you outside.
And for the fifth year in a row, the
ule by finishing 15th of 17 teams
were treated to two days of domiThe next game on Saturday, Falcons emerged victorious, this
at the two-day Indiana Invitanance by the third-ranked Fal- BG was again paced by Schott, time by a 16-4 margin. In the
tional in Bloomington against
cons. Yes, that number three who scored a try and three con- game, Schott scored two penalty
some of the best teams in the
ranking is in the nation.
versions in beating Kent State kicks, moving him into third
Midwest.
Although the team had a rough 22-4. The try was set upon a run place on the all-time scoring list
"The better the competition
go of it in California over Spring by senior co-captain R.T. Naples. at BO.
we
play against, the better we
Break, losing to UCLA and Air Naples ran by all but one of the
Though the score of the game
Force, they now seem to be back opposition, then tossed the ball
in mid-season form. And begin- over his shoulder to Schott, who indicates a relatively easy win,
ning next week, they will be prac- left the Kent player looking on in this was a game that was won in
ticing at 6 a.m. in order to be in dismay as he scored.
the trenches. It's down in the
even better shape for the Midwest
heart of the scrums where locks
"It's a play Randy and I have Chris Byrne and Wes Harmon
Championships in Columbus on
been working on. We noticed took over, keeping the pile movApril 20-21.
If you missed the games this them overcompensating to the ing toward the opponents goal,
DETROIT
(AP)
-■".■-(limn
Scott Sanrvn'r> no-hit
r>n Kit bid
V\ir1 was
unr broken
n«
up
weekend, you unfortunately strong side, so I called a play go- thus setting up plays for the derson's
by Tony Phillips' leadoff double
backs.
in the ninth inning Wednesday as
"Our forwards set the pace of the New York Yankees beat the
the game, which in turn allowed Detroit Tigers 4-0.
Phillips hit Sanderson's first
our backs to play more offensive
!
pitch in the ninth off the screen in
minded," Byrne said.
This weekend BG travels to right field, just out of the reach of
Dayton to take on the Flyers and Jesse Bar-field. Sanderson was
Spend the summer in luxury
will serve as a tune up for the all then lifted for Greg Cadaret, who
important Midwest champion- retired the side in order.
by our pool and in our
Sanderson, pitching his first
ships next weekend.
air conditioned apartments
by Todd Herzog
sports writer

seem to play," Sophomore Jennifer Girdlestone said. "If we
play against lesser quality
teams, we play under our ability."
The Falcons, who held the
11th spot after the first round,
finished the tournament with a
total of 1011 strokes
(332-338-341). The host Hoosiers
captured first place with a
three-round total of 945
(324-308-3131, while Iowa finished in the runner-up slot
shooting a 969.
"I think that after the first
day, we were a little surprised
at now well we were doing and
we lost our confidence,"
Girdlestone said. "We need to
play the entire match with as

much confidence as we did in
the first round, and remember
that we can be competitive with
anyone we play."
Girdlestone paced BG as she
shot a 247 (80&84), which was
good for a 28th-place tie overall.
Sophomore Sue Balmer finished only a stroke behind
Girdlestone as she carded a 248
(80-84*4) to finish in a tie for
32nd.
Ann Alexander turned in the
Falcons' next best performance
as the junior recorded a tournament total of 250 (8441-85).
Rounding out the scoring for
BG were senior Heidi Wright
(266) and sophomore Gina Vechiarelll (302).
D See ©OIF, page 9.

Diamond highlights....

ZJne A oy.6 of r\tentinf
• featuring low summer rates*

game
for the Yankees,
was
trying
i - At
m:
r>i 1!
w
throw 11theVI
first1 Tiger
Stadium
no-hitter in 18 years. He also was
bidding for the Yankees' first
winning no-hitter since Dave
Righetti's against Boston in 1983.
Andy Hawkins of the Yankees
threw a no-hitter against the Chicago White Sox last July 1, but
lost 4-0.
Sanderson, acquired in the offseason from the Oakland Athletics, struck out four and walked
two. But he fell short in his attempt to pitch the first no-hitter
of his career and the first at Tiger
Stadium since July 15,1973, when
California's Nolan Ryan beat the
Tigers 6-0.
Last season was a record-setter
for no-hitters. Nine were pitched
in the major leagues, the most in
any year during the modern era.
Sanderson, 17-11 with Oakland
last season, is a 12-year veteran
who previously pitched for the
Montreal Expos and Chicago
Cubs. The 34-year-old righthander, let go by the A's because
of their rising payroll, had an
excellent spring with the Yan-

kees, allowing three earned runs
in 22 innings. Barfield's two-run
double off Walt Terrell gave the
Yankees the lead in the sixth inning and New York added two
runs in the ninth on Hensley Meulen's triple off John Cerutti.
It was the 50th one-hitter in
Yankees' history. The last was on
June 4,1986, when Joe Niekro and
Al Holland combined for one
against California.
The game was played with
temperatures in the low 40s,
intermittent snow showers and a
strong wind blowing in from left
field. The weather held attendance to 7,842.
• KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Kevin
Appier pitched eight shutout innings and Danny Tartabull drove
in tne only run Wednesday as the
Kansas City Royals beat the
Cleveland Indians 1-0.
Appier, whose 2.76 ERA last
year was fourth-best in the American League, struck out four and
walked one. Jeff Montgomery
pitched a hitless ninth tor the
save.
D See IAS HALL, page 9.
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BECAUSE THEY WORKED HERE:

e BG News

Within walking distance to campus foe
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 school swar.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditionCbntocts B»»ld«nt Mqnogf
Ml Third St., Apt. 4. B.O.
392-4300

HOWARDS club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

Thurs.-Sat., April 11-13

Kenny Reeves
& The Hanson Brothers
18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30

21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

THE BG NEWS

Thursday, April 11, 1991

Ohio's late basketball signings
There are fewer players and last year at North Florida Junior
even fewer impact players avail- College.
able during the late signing
The early signees — including
Eriod for college basketball let- almost all of the top high school
rs of intent says Kent State players —grab a scholarship
coach Jim McDonald.
while they can. McDonald says
But that didn't keep McDonald the reason could be that parents
from adding to nis roster want to avoid the $12,000 to
Wednesday on the first day for $15,000 cost of a year of school
commitments to play NCAA Di- should things not pan out during
vision I basketball.
the player's senior season.
"The pickin's are a little
But there are some impressive
different, but you know what they examples of a player's stock risare because you've been dealing ing in his final year of high
with them all year," McDonald school.
said. "But, no, the pool's not the
McDonald points to Dave
same (late) as it was during the Jamerson, a promising but overearly signing period."
looked player at Stow High School
The current trend is for high six years ago. Jamerson signed
school juniors to attend at least early, had a big senior year and
one summer basketball camp and then went to Ohio University. He
then decide on a college during became a first-round draft pick
the early signing period. The and is currently with the Houston
NCAA allows a window of one Rockets.
week (Nov. 14 to Nov. 21 last fall)
This year's Jamerson could be
for high school seniors to sign West Chester Lakota's J.B.
with the college of their choice; Reafsnyder. The 7-0 center was
then they are prevented from considered by many to be the
signing until the late period be- third best player on the team that
gins in April.
won the Associated Press big-sIt all becomes a guessing chool poll championship.
game. These days, few high
Then came the state tournaschool kids — unless they are put ment. Reafsnyder hit 17 of 18
on hold by the colleges because of shots from the field, including 12
academic problems — wait until of 12 in the title game. Suddenly,
the late signing period.
Reafsnyder is even a hotter
McDonald picked up Devin commodity for recruiters. He
Stephenson, a 6-foot-2 guard from visited Syracuse in October and
Battle Creek, Mich., who played plans on traveling to North Caro-

lina State and Michigan State in
the coming weeks.
While Reafsnyder is considering offers, others made up their
minds Wednesday.
Wright State picked up Chris
McGuire, a 5-11 point guard from
Dayton Chaminade-Julienne who
averaged 15.2 points for a team
that was runnerup in the Division
II state tournament.

Also signing were 6-0 Tony Miller and 6-4 Pete Sears of Cleveland Villa Angela-St. Joseph,
which won the state big-schooltitle, both with Marquerte; Booker
Newberry, a third-team AllOhioan from Youngstown South,
with St. Mary's (Calif.); and
Marc Molinsky of Kettering
Alter, 6-5, with Boston College.

Miami of Ohio signed Jamie
Mahaffey of Cincinnati Roger
Bacon, a 6-7 forward who averaged 20 points and 14.7 rebounds a
game; and Bowling Green got
Shane Ruminski, 6-8, formerly of
Chesterland West Geauga who
signed with Tulsa and spent last
season at Maine Central Institute.

In addition to the men's signing, the Bowling Green women's
squad signed Charlayne McClendon of Toledo's De Vilbiss High
School.
McClendon, who was a first
team all-city selection of the
coaches this season, finished
third in the city scoring race with
a 19.1 average and also grabbed
11 rebounds per contest.

GOLF
C Continued from page 8.
IU'S Lori Stinson received top
individual honors by carding a
229 (80-76-73). Illinois' Renee
Heiken was a stroke behind
Stinson (77-78-75/230), while
teammate Lia Biehl was third
(79-76-76/231).
The Falcons travel to the
Scarlet Golf Course in Colum-

bus to compete in the 54-hole
Lady Buckeye Invitational this
Saturday and Sunday.
"I think we're ahead of where
we should be this early in the
spring," Girdlestone said. "We
worked hard over the winter."
"We should do very well at
Ohio State," Girdlestone added.
"We always play the Buckeyes
close."

REMINDER: The BG News IS recyclable
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BASEBALL
c Continued from page 8.

and six runs in 4 2-3 innings. Gary
Varsho singled ahead of sacrifice
Charles Nagy, the loser, al- flies by Jay Bell and Andy Van
lowed seven hits in eight innings, Slyke.
the longest outing of his career.
Kansas City gave up just two
Jeff King singled to start the
earned runs while winning two of fourth, moved up on Mike LaValthe three season-opening games liere's grounder and scored on
against the Indians.
Jose Lind's single.
The Royals scored in the third
when Kevin Seitzer walked with
Van Slyke doubled in the fifth,
one out, took second on George took third on Boyd's balk ana
Brett's single and scored on Tar- scored on Bonilla's single, maktabull's single.
ing it 5-3.
Both pitchers got off to shaky
starts in the first inning but manStan Belinda pitched the final 1
aged to wiggle free. Alex Cole 1-3 innings for his first save.
opened with a double, was sacri• CHICAGO - Greg Maddux alficed to third and Carlos Baerga lowed five hits in eight innings
walked. Albert Belle struck out and George Bell and Gary Scott
and Sandy Alomar bounced into drove in the runs, as the Chicago
an inning-ending forceout.
Cubs beat the St. Louis Cardinals
Kansas City escaped a bases- 2-0 Wednesday.
loaded jam in the seventh. SinMaddux struck out five and
gles by Alomar and Chris James walked one, allowing only one
and an infield single by Turner runner to reach second base.
Ward loaded the bases with two Dave Smith pitched the ninth, alouts. But Appier got Cole to hit a lowing two hits, and picked up his
high bouncer to the mound.
first save.
• PITTSBURGH — Bobby Boni- Jose DeLeon was the loser, al11a had three hits and drove in two lowing seven hits and both Cubs
runs, and winning pitcher Zane runs in five innings. He struck out
Smith doubled and drove in a run three and hit a batter.
Wednesday as the Pittsburgh PiThe Cubs took the lead in the
rates beat the Montreal Expos third when Jerome Walton beat
6-3.
out an infield hit, went to third on
Smith allow three hits in his Mark Grace's single and scored
last five innings before being on George Bell's sacrifice fly to
pulled in the eighth.
center.
With the Pirates trailing 3-1 in
Shawon Dunston doubled and
the third, Smith doubled off Oil scored on Scott's first majorCan Boyd, who allowed nine hits league hit.
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Classifieds
MISTAKE1 MISTAKE' MISTAKE'

BOWS

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
••• WICIWICIWICI""
Woman In Communication!, Inc.. mtmbtri:
don't mlfs thli mMtlng! It's at 7PM. In 210
Hiya* W* Will have ■ apmakmi. hold •!«ttons, and flnallra confaranca plant. Your Atlandancal* important! II you a<a going to tha
confaranca and cannot attand tha moating or
havaany quattloni, call Amy at 3544705.
Announcing IBM PS/2'a Sommar
Raaumaa that work)
Coma tor-ght and learn how to create an effective resume using the IBM PS'2. Microsoft
Word for Window and Page Maker16 00 pm BA
4000
ATTENTION BARGAIN HUNTERS
Tneta Alpha Phi is sponsoring a garage sale m
the Green Room of EMS Theatre Enter at N
end of U Hal Parking Lot ( Look for the balloons1)

April 9 through April 13 10 am to 4 pm

DRV DOCK SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMET
(and corrections)
Dry Dock welcomes Lrttte Sibs and Kids this
week with not only 1 Lip-Sync, but 2 Lip-Sync
Contests. Yes this Sat (not Friday the 12th)
YOUare the stars as you Up your way to success and prizes Major prizes are given away
(or both contests (1 contest tor the sibs. and l
for the BO Students ) Doors open at 9 00 pm
and stay open til 1 am Admission la free.
Come join the fun and help welcome the "Stos"
to BO

Run tor the EARTH
is Sat . April 13 (not 1 7th) 9 am
as announced in 4 9 BO News
5 k Run or 1 m walk
toons available at 124 Hayes Hall
REGGAE Party to honor Nelson Mandela. Sat
April 13. 9pm
NE Commons, with
ADDiS(Cokimbus). Progressive Student Organization. ECAP. OSS. Caribbean Aasoc et al
Free (South Africa wi» be free)

POWERFLO MOBILE DJ SERVICE
Specializing m formal date nights & parties
Cal 874-6684
PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy

Center Cal 354 HOPE
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy

AOOIS REGGAE Band (Columbus) plays at the
Peace and Freedon Party to honor Nelson
Mandela. Sal. Aprl 13. 9 p m . NE Commons.
sponsored by Progressive Student Organization, GSS. ECAP. Caribbean Assoc et al Free
(Free up the land)
AGO * AGD * AGD * AGD ' AGO
Way lo go Maggie Veverka on your selection to
Motar Board

Ca.352-3987lrom8am to9pm

AGD * AGD * AGD * AGD • AGD
Congratulations to Jen Steklenski on her Pearling to Bob Hurt

LOST & FOUND

WFAL Sound System
Having a party, dance, or fust a good of outdoor
bash? Then you need music' Cal Dave at
3722195 tor al your DJ needs'

ALL GREEK LIP SYNC
ALL GREEK LIP SYNC
ALL GREEK LIP SYNC
BE THERE

FOUND gokJ bracelet in 220 Math Science
Engravings - cal to identity 372-4532

PERSONALS

RUSSIAN CLUB
Come hear Dab Fields speak on careers In
the Russian Held Thursday 7 pm 104 BA.

LOST black & white female cat 352 357 7
To the young man who was buying flowers at
Myles Flowers on Wed April 3 around 4 pm
please return dressed the same way you were
on Wednesday We lound what you lost Mr
Myles

•HAPPY HOURS'
ComejoinOSEA lor their last happy hours ot
the semester on Friday. April 12th 5 8 p m at
SO P 5 (Cassidy's) 18 & over welcome • SEE
YOU THERE!*

SERVICES OFFERED

' Kappa Kappa Gamma *
Congratulations Zeta Kappa Chapter on receiving the Outstanding Pledge program Award at
Gamma Province Great Job Jenny Struthers.
Irene Babeaux. and the 90 Fa* Pledge) Class1

Child Care Attention Professionals
Personal Chrid Care m your BG area home Experienced. Mature, reliable care giver Nonp smoker, excellent references, resume Fulltime Mon-Fn Prefer intent or ch4d under Three
Available summer and or lal Cat 354-2447

• ' SIG KAPS * '
We love you Cassia. Deobte. Courtney. Pauls.
Amy. Caroline. Beth, & Melissa!
• • SIG KAPS ''

r»B

r»B

r»B

r»B

r*B

r*B

r$B

r»B

r»B

r*B

r*B

ALL GREEK UP SYNC
Tonight in the Lenhart Grand Balroom
from 6 30- 11 00
Free Admission to gel inu
FUN. FUN. FUN. FUN. FUN»
AOTT ■ AOTT * AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT

Are you interested in journalism?
Do you want a fob after graduation?
Then you should apply for
a 'al staff position with
The BG News
Stop by 214 West Hal or cal

372-6966 tor more information

[CLA-ZELTHEATREJ
joiiMi(«)i>\n\ • mm muni i
EVENINGS AT: 7:15 9:15

^Jnrouan
rouai

DL

y.'ears...

Back by popular demand
University Placement Services
JUNIOR ORIENTATION
6 00 pm Thursday Aphl 11

210 Main Sciences
Congrats to Chris Llenhart the 1M1 Alpha
Gam Man

Congratulations Robbie Kllllus and Trlcla Hanson on your new lour guide positions Love
Your Kappa Sisters
Congratulations Slacl Dodo's on being elected
a USG Senator
Love. Your Kappa Sisters
Congratulations go out to Danlees CHne on her
Gamma Phi • S-g Ep levakenng to Todd Kretnbrink" TTKE. your sisters
Dens. Sigma Cms. SAE a. Phi Plus. Kappas
Kappa Sigs Phi Psis
The Alpha Gams are excited lor the tee on Fndsy Gel to know your neighbors"

Congratulations to Laura Jackson on her Gamma Phi ■ Lamda Chi lavahenng lo Jim Goodman' Love and TTKE. Your sisters

BOWLING CRKBN • JU-IJM

r*B

Alpha Ph. Seniors Alpha Phi Seniors
Gom out in style"
Gel excited lor an awesome senior week We
love you"

OUR NEXT ATTRACTION1
B€ST PICTURE OF THE YEAR'
-0ANCES WITH WOLVES"
EVERV THURSDAY IS BARGAIN NIGHT'

continued on pg. 10

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Rental office located at
Cherrywood Health Spa

Ljamma J-^ni UDeta
Senior ^srareweil 1991
r$B

r-frB

r^B

r$B

r»B

r$B

r»B

r»B

T4>B

r$B

r»B

r<i>B

YOU STOOD
UP AND WEi
COlHrED. THE
REsIiS OF THE,
FIRST ANNUAL
IINIIIER
READER'S POLL
ARE IN AND
TOMORROW
WELL SHOW

YOU
fi'S FAVOllTE
THINGS.

Applications are being accepted for:
Summer 1991 BG News editor
Fall 1991 BG News editor
1991-92 Gavel editor
1992 Key editor
1991-92 Miscellany editor
1991-92 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be
obtained at The BG News office,
214 West Hall.
Application deadline
Thursday, April 19, 5 p.m.

Thursday, April ".

,, 9,

THE BG NEWS

'

Classifieds
continued from pg. 9
DW you know? Only 1 out of 8 suicide attempts
ends m death of the person who attempts it. yet
it» st* me 8th I—dmp. cause oi death in me US

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Junior and Senior Leaders'
Do you want to be more Involved? Join Omicron
Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society Applications can be picked up In 405 Student Services or m the UAO Office, 3rd floor.
Union Deadline la April 12

Do you need something to do trva Saturday?
It so. then sign up tor me
SK RUN FOR THE EARTH
Sponsored by the Environmental interest
Group For nxxeinformaton call 372-1508
DRY DOCK SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
(and Corrections)
Dry Oock welcomes Little Sitos ft Kids trwa week
with not only 1 Up-Sync. but 2 Lip-Sync
Contests, Ves this Sat (not Friday the 12th)
YOU are the stars as you lip your way to success and prizes Major prizes orven away (or
both contests (1 contest for the sibs. and t tor
the BG Students ) Doors open at 9 00 pm and
stay open till i am Admission Is tree Come
toin the lun and help welcome the "s4>a to BG

INTRAMURAL TRACK ft FIELD OFFICIALS
NEEDED MANDATORY MEETING MONDAY.
APRIL 22 4 5 PM APPLY IN 108 REC
CENTER
KAPPA KAPPA PSI/TAU BETA SIQMA
Congratulations on wmnng at District Convention The Convention Display Award
Dan Skroan - KKPsi Member At Large
The Kadenza - District Publication
We did it because we all worked together)
Way to go Beta Kappa ft Alpha Ml
KKG " KKG * KKG ' KKG * KKG ' KKG
Last Week
Sister ot the Week
Mary Nestor
Otlleer ol the Week
Sarah Weus
This Week
Sister ol the Week
Officer of the Week
NEWSFLASH: APRIL 11,1991

PADDY 0. MURPHY WAS OBSERVED
STUMBLING OUT OF THE AL-RASHID HOTEL
IN BAGHDAD. IRAQ. WHEN ASKED, "WHERE
HAVE YOU BEEN?". PADDY SIMPLY
LAUGHED AND SAID. "I JUST GOT BACK
FROM THE KURDISH FREEDOM FIGHTI", AS
HE STRODE MERRILY UPON HIS WAY.
WE LATER CAUOHT UP WITH PADDY MURPHY WHOOPING IT UP AT A TEL AVIV BAR.
HE WAS OBSERVED TRYNG TO PICK UP A
FEMALE PATRON. CLAIMING THAT HE
NEEDED A DATE FOR A HUGE DINNER/DANCE TO BE HELD SOMEWHERE
SOUTH OF BOWLING GREEN. OHIO.

Get exerted and get ready tor
the sack races'

WANTED

PNMu'PNMu'PNMu

1 male 'or summer sublease. Furnished.
basement very cool Mi summertime Great location b/t campus and bars' Call Steve
353 2386 ASAPI

Phi Mu • *' Phi Mu
Wacky Sack Races
4 30 Friday
field by Kreisher
Phi Mu '" Phi Mu
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFER FREE TUTORING
Mam. Biology. Accounting, and Statistics offered Mon- Wed Call any residence rial front
desk tor details Sponsored by Residential Services and the Math Department
SENIORS
Senior Sendotf
Tonight
Senior Sendotf
Tonight
Senior Sendotf

GOVERNMENT HOMES from St
(U repair) Delinquent tax property
Repossisstons Your area (1) 805 962-8000
Ext GH-9849 lor current repo list

Hey Delta Sigs lind your fist clue Friday afternoon m the coldest dorm on campus We mat
wanted to Keep you on ice1

1 -2 Females to sublease apt for summer with
one female Very nice, furnished 2-bed apt
Good toction, defy shuttle, onry pay for electric
Good price'
CaH 354-8062 and leave message

2 Roommates needed to sublease tor SUMMER 2 bedroom apt close to campus1 RENT
NEGOTIABLE. Call 353-4056 NOW

SIGMA KAPPA
An unbekevabie thank you to Stetanie Bean.
Susan Eckier. and Karen Bench tor al ol your
endless hours of energy - without you. big.W
hunt wouldn't have happened You're awesome'
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Alpha Eptlion
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to thank
Sigma Alpha Epsiion for a successful Pheanthropy1

2 bedroom furnished apartment lor sublease
May-Aug '91 801 5th Apt Al Cal Den or
Man at 354 4020
2 female rmts tor Spring 1992 Close to campus Call Kim or Beth $675 per semester CaH

354 6053
ASTHMA RESEARCH CANDIDATES
Adults with asthma tor educational program and
research protect Compensation & reference
material provided CaH Karen at the Allergy and
Asthma Research Center. Toledo 685 5163

Spring In to Spring
with Mary Kay Cosmetics
CalPam 352-4915

Female roommate needed for summer Own
bedroom, own bathroom $375 for entire summar CaH 353 9639

The Gamma Phi Beta Seniors wet forever be
remembered and rrassea We k>ve our Seniors'

Hekji We got duped We need one female
roommate lor fan and spnng Awesome apt on
4tha Elm Call ASAP 372-3194 and leave
message

The Honors Student Association's
Spring Coffee Houae
will be held on
Thursday. April 11 at 7:30 pm
In the Honors Center below
K rMicher Quad.
Free food: Pizza, pop. chips, etc.
This semester's theme: 'Enchantment Under
thaSea'
The sisters ot Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Alpha Gamma Delta on winning the
Spirit award. Delta Gamma on winning the sorority drviston and Phi Kappa Pal on winning the
fraternity division at last weekends Bed Races
Way togol
TTKA
Pike Athlete ot the semester
JohnBona

Immediately looking for one roommate for Fal
'91. fun outgoing gins. $ 165'month & electric
Call ASAP 372 3194
in desperate need ol 1 -2 females to sublease
part of me huge white house 320 N Enterprise Completely furnished, very close to campus very cheap Call Carta 354-3257
Male rmte wanted Perrysburg - 2 bed apt
Own entrance $150. mo plus one-half uti
Ask lor Ray. 666 8977

Someone to SUBLEASE our apartment for
summer A* conditioned, cheap gas ft electric
2-bedrooml SUBLEASE from May to Aug
1991 CaH Karin at 354 6634 Leave MesMy"1

Who was born on this day
four decades ago?
It's not a line;
It's a fact.
Call and wish Happy Birthday
to Mr. Mac

Wanted • one roommate 91-92 School year
$150 per mo plus utilities Call 2-1821

■COUPON!

LARGE 1 ITEM
WITH THIS COUPON
EXP. 4/30/91
PIZZA

50l

$5

AddMon.il Items or Chicago Stylo S1 Ex.
NowOptn
• BO ONLY •
CALL 352-5166
For Fre>e» Dolivory
Not valid with any other offer"
l^nZatO
203 N. Main St, Bowling Green

i

1
V__ --.GG's Most A ward- Winning Pizza

We are a National Company with several Summer and permanent robs available in afl major
Ohio cities We offer complete company training, excellent commissions and e«crttng trips
abroad We ere looking for self achievers who
are personable and have a good speaking
voice To set up a personal interview In your
area please send your name, address, and
phone number to SUMMER JOBS. 3414 W
Tuscarawas St.. Canton. Ohio. 44708 One of
our personnel executives win contact you
EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY' ASSEMBLE
PRODUCTS AT HOME CALL FOR INFORMA
TkON 504-641-6003 EXT 5972
Gatekeeper Cashier Seasonal Part-time positions Open at Portage Quarry Rec Ckjb for response* individuals with strong mam skills
Must be physicaHy active ft available to work
weekends 8 evenings Apply in person al
T-Souare Graphics. 121 S Main St. BG .
Ohio. Accepting applications through Friday
April 26

WANTED I-3 persons to sublease 2 bdrm apt
tor summer Unfurnished. AC. balcony CaH
Shannon 354-4073

HELP WANTED
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Pm/ate. coed, summer camp in Pocono Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohlkan. PO
BOM 234BG, Kentworth. NJ 07033 (908)
276-0998
AIR & WATER QUALITY INDOORS
SECURE GROWTH INDUSTRY
Outstanding industrial, commercial, residential
and agricultural indoor air and water purifiers
Unlimited income potential. Fui or part-time.
1-216 9280880

Entropy

by Chuck Bost

1984 Honda Magna V 85 motorcycle Must
set Excellent condition, only 8000 mites CeJ
Scott 353-9986
1986 Nissan
353-8227

Sentra

5-spd .

cruise,

air.

2 IBM PC computers
Priced to sen
CaH Ken Cost at 352-1520
2/3 BR home on double lot m Bloomdale
Seperate heated ranch buHding otters workshop, business, or rental opportunities
$43,500 Possible terms DB 127 CaH Gad
Planaa, Century 21 Bucher. Flndlay
1-800334-5765
27 inch Miyata tounng Cuke, with racks. $200
Also 100 sheets RC photo paper $25 CaH
352-6072 evenings
84 Honda Civic 4 dr Sedan Sky blue, sunrool.
AM/FM stereo, great college car Price neg
CaH Connie 353-9399
Almost new copy machine ■ $75 00 1620
CloughSt »103

SUMMER
Tops m Pennsylvania girls camp need counselors in WSI. Tenms. Arts and Crofts' Ceramics.
Soccer Coach, technical theatre asst. gymnastics. Upper classmen prefered. CaH Artene
ASAP 1-600-443-6428

For sale • Tascam Ports 05 4 Track recorder.
effects loop, dofby sound. EQ mixing $350 00
negotiable Can 352 5803 Leave messages

Double Loft for sale Homemade wood loft
Fire-reta/dant Please contact Keth it interested
at 372-5639 Leave message^

For sale Used Alto Sax - Good cond $200
O.BO Need to seH'Erik 2-3852
Furniture must go now' <
2 pieces for $70
Great condition & very comfortable
Call 352-3401 after 6 00 pm

Summer Jobs'
Lifeguards, registration clerks, etc Call now'
1-800-344-9644 Jeaystone Camp Resort 10
mkis. from Sea World. Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no
Hvmg accomodatons available )
SUMMER WORK
$7.25 TO START
Vector Marketing will be on campus Weds .
April 17m from 11 -3 m me Canal Room of the
Student Union

Pageant Gown • Metallic Blue with Silver Brand
new - NEVER WORN'" Sz 68 Call Karen
s Leave message at 354-6634"
Wilson Golf Clubs
1-2-3-4-5 Woods 2/prtching wedge
CaH 353-1894

Apis . Duplexes and
Houses available
Professional management
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY Office
328 South Main, 352-5620

BGSU's most qualified students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for The BG News.
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person.
YOU have the potential to be one of
the highest paid students on campus.
All majors are encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications ft Job descriptions
available at 214 Wast Hall.
DEADLINE: April 12. 5 p.m.

WORK BACK EAST
Travel make $1570 per month Into seasons
tonight 5.30 or 7 30 South Hall Room 211
Would you like to reach your potential? Would
you Ike to get paid we* lor s rob well done? EBSCO Telephone Service is now looking for International Telemarketing Representatives We
welcome undergraduates and graduates to become a part of our success story We offer flexible scheduling lor weekend and evening work
Guaranteed hourly wages and generous commissions while learning a marketable skiH Internships and Co-ops a variable. 113N Main St
next to David's Deli

'74 Yamaha needs work / runs good
352 1829

NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our ONLY office
328 South Main, 352-5620
Carty Rentals - 2 bdrm apts for 2.3.4 or 5
students For Fall or Summer. Also rooms avail
Very near campus New Rates Available! Cal
3530325
CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELINOI
Summer Apt!
at
Super Rates1
RE MANAGEMENT
113RaHrosd

352-9302
Cute 1 bdrm apt close to campus 443 N. Enterprise Apt A $340/mo 12 mo lease Cal
Carta at t 433-4474
D ft G RENTALS • Close to Campus
2 BR upper rear apt Newty remodeled kitchen
Stove ft retng Max occupancy 2 people
Plenty of parking. No pets Available May
1991
12 mo lease $395 00'mo Ph
287-4255 or 287-3233
DAG Rentals
NICEST APTS mBO
4 units left 850 Scott Hamilton
2 Wks Irom campus Modem, furnished. 2 BR
units, new carpeting, laundry facil .AC. reserved parking Max 4 pers /unit No pets 9 mo.
lease $850 00'mo. 12 mo. lease
$695 00 mo
Phone 287-4256 or
287-3233
House lor summer aubleeaa - only 3 blocks
west ol campus 4 bedrooms, washer/dryer.
basement 372-1540
Large 1 brm apt for May • Aug Sublease $225
a month 352-3208
Large 2 bdrm house for summer sublease S
Main St, Cheap rent, util included Cal
354 7283 leave message
Large efficiency close to campua 443 N Enterprise Apt C $285/mo . 12 mo lease Cal
Carta 1 433 4474
Need an apt lor summer or fat?
WE HAVE NEARLY 600 UNITS '
Furnished or unfurnished apts
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 354 2260 or 319E Wooster
(across from Taco Bel)
to pick up our Us ting ft speak
wim our friendly staff

Amy or Juke at 354-5890
1 bedroom apt In very nee house. $295 including utilities Clay Street Nice, big rooms
Call Barb at 364-6995

Needed Subleasers
L/g apt wlow utilities Partialy furnish, paho ft
backyard Two blocks from campus, rent neg
Call Jim or Matt 354-667 7

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished apts available for
fall Close to campus and downtown Utilities
included m rent starting st $440 Limit of 2 per
apartment CaU 353 6982 and leave message

One ft two bdrm Futn apts available for 1901
• 1992 or summer. 9 ft 12 month leases Cal
352 4966

1 or 2 people needed to sublet house for fall
91 soring '92 1024 E Wooster $1200 per
semester CaH Kris 372-1692 leave a mes2 BDRM APTS FURN ft UNFURN
NearHarhsman Free heat & cable TV
9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Falcon
Plaza Motel (across from Harshrnan)
2 bedroom house for sublease Summer 1991
Great location Big backyard CaH 352-3730
2

Bedroom apartment

121

N

Prospect

3530055
A few good tennsnts needed
Mt Vemon Apartments. 802 6m St
2 Bed, Furnished, Dishwashers. Paid Utilities
Cal Gary at 363-7934
4 bedroom A 2 bedroom house
Located between campus & downtown near
Court House Available this summer, fall &
spring Call 8235551

704 sm St
2 bedroom, completely turn.
Microwave. AC ft laundry fad.
2.3, 4 person rates
352-3446
Hours 9 - 9, local owner

FOR SALE

Apts., Duplexes and
Houses available
for Summer and Fal
Professional management

NMOM
One nonsmoking female to share a spacious
Columbia Ct Apt for the 1991 • 92 School
year Close to campus $160 a month Cal

sage
WANTED Houseman needed for 1991-1992
School year tor sorority chapter house Duties
include light housekeeping and assisting with
kitchen Part-time, flexible hours Cash or meats
as compensation Interviews Saturday April 13.
Call Chris at 352-9367 after 6 pm for an appointment.

3 bedroom house for rent 3 person. 12 month
lease Available August 362-7464.

$150

FOR RENT

* Co-ops available
• No experience nee . training provided
• Openings state-wide
(call tor location nearest you)
* May work part-time during school

Wanted nonsmoking female roommates for
91-'92 school year CaH Debbie 353 9500
Wanted roommate to sublease immediately
through August Own room $200 month
Grad student preferred Please caH ft leave
message at 354-4475

condition

Lifeguards Wanted
Seasonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec
Club Must bring current Red Cross certification
card Apply in person at T-Souare Graphics.
121 S Main St. B G . Otwo Accepting appkea
t>ons through Friday. April 26

WANTED!

UNIVERSITY INTRAMUPALS ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED
TO APRIL 19 AT 4 00 PM PICK UP APPLICATION IN 108 REC CENTER

1981 Plymouth Horizon Good
$700 352-5227 (leave message)

1982 Ma/do GLC - 5 speed. AC. Sunroof
High mileage but runs greet Perfect college
car Make offer 354-4767

Needed one female to sublease tor Summer 2
bdrm, furnished apt on S Summit CaH

353-9156

1980 Honda 750 CB Custom Excel cond
Must sell WiH accept any reasonable offer
354-4749

ATTENTION
COLLEGE STUDENTS

Call if unable to apply in person
1-382-1060

Responsible student needs semester lease
Aug. 91 thru Dec 91 Would also house-sit or
rent room Please contact Kimberty 354-2080

THE TRADITION CONTINUES.. .

Are you Interested In journalism?
Do you want a rob after graduation?
Then you should apply for
a fall staff position with
The BG News
Stop by 214 West Hal or call
372-6966 for more ^formation

NEEDED: 1 4 people to sublease 2 bdrm Apt
during summer Great location Price very negotiable Cat 352-3919 Ask for Otis or Blake

Tu.edo Rrnlal ft Dry Cleaning Services
Jeans • N - Things
531 Ridge St

372-2116.

"Lpisc^lo's

1 male for summer sublease. Air conditioning. 2 car garage, outside deck, and close to
campus. Rent Is neg. Call Derrick or Eric at
354-8474 ASAP.

12 females needed to sublease house for
summer with 3 others Close to campus, possibly own room, cheap Rent negotiable CeJ
3528460

SENIORS
Senior Programming Board
presents
SENIOR SENOOFF
Tonight ■ 7 p m at MUeti

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON'S PADDY O. MURPHY

|
|

The Brothers of Delta Upsson would Ilka lo
congratulate Don Lambert on his recent engagement to Dana Lynn McGranahan

Ph. Mu * Phi Mu ' Phi Mu

Gamma Phi would like to congratulate Jsnm
Beeson on her G Phi B • SAE pinning to Rob
Hoftstettor" Love, your Sisters

HENRY BRIGGS ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD, 3 0 GPA required For application.
send name and address to Henry Bnggs Award. Suite 11 7 2673 Broadway. New York.
NY 10025

The Brothers of Delta UpsUon would line to
congratulate Rob Kappelman on his recent lavakermg to Lori Hoppe

CaH

One ft Two BR turn apts 9ft 12 mo and summer leases avail S ft V Rentals 500 Lehman
(neirt to bus station) 352-7454
Quiet. 1 story apts 1 ft 2 bedroom available
Good rates Cal Mike at 353 7600
RE MANAGEMENT
113 Rasroed St

now open
SUNDAYS 10-2
tor your convenience
For more info on Fal and Summer rentals Cal
352-9302
Reedy to settle down In quieter surroundings?
710 Seventh St 2 bedroom unfurn heat ft AC
paid 352 3445
Single apartment available end ot semester.
Phone -354-7192.
STOP I
Why rent an apartment when
you can rent a contemporary
TOWNHOUSE
starting at $3SS
Heat Included
363-7715
The al new VARSITY SQUARE
Sublease my large efficiency on Main Street
this Summer Only $235/month Including unities Cal 352-6984 after 5 pm
SUMMER RENTALS very close to campus Apt.
A Houses Inexpenalve
Carty Rentals.
352-7365
Summer SUBLEASE
2 bedroom apt Quiet Air Condition $340 4 utilrties - whole summer |Per person)

NEWLOVE
Rentals

Fatman>10r4STtTR. oesi:
AIND C-YNlCC to^RO

-by John Boissy
i-rv ua fM-tCa

LCCX. "ft" CCCSZ

wtfe*1
5:15

Two bedroom furnished apartment free HBO
Newlove Rentals 352-5620, 724 6m St
UNIVERSITY COURTS
1 ft 2 Bdrm Apts * 12 month teases
CaH 352-01M

YOUR NEEDS COME FIRST!

WANTED 3 female, non-smoking roommates
for large house close to campus. Own room
summer only Cal 354-2692

Rent your apt. now and enjoy these special benefits:

i_i-mj- Docs Oft CYK
K»-iOuJ.-rV4*CT- frtf PuA*Jfl.
"JO- JC «<!«>-) 'T
/ Hc»f HfEH

N

Summer Sublease
2 bdrm rum apt A/C, w/dktfiwesher. Furnish
alutJHlos except otoc Cal 354-5176

ATTENTION!

•Pay your deposit April 15th
*No parental guarantee
•Professional management
•Full time maintenance
•Three person prices

Graphic
Dcsien

Renting is our only business...
We work for you!
Check out these apartments:

by J.A. Holmgren
► 309
• 801
1803
• 709
»507

High St.
Sth St.
5th St.
5th St.
E. Merry

>520E. Reed
• 824 6th St.
»843 6th St.
• 228 S. College
► 114 S. Main

Student Publications
will begin Interviewing
WED., APRIL 3. 1991

lor
Fall 1991
Production Assistants.
Apply at
Student Employment
460 Student Services
Building
Don't miss your
chance tor hands-on
experience!

*MS*
328 S. Main Si.

UCT*
majors

•VCT nw* «*©* with It* CO-OP OfftCO

352-5620

lor ■ MM** oc-op wmt tat

